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ving it up 
Simon delegates 
in great demand 
By Dana DeBNumont 
Staff Writer 
and UPI 
The scramble is on for Sen. Paul 
Simon's delegates. 
The Rev. Charles Koen of Cairo 
urged Simon to end rather than 
suspend his bid for the presidency at 
a press conference in Cairo Thur-
sday. 
If Simon completely bowed out, 
Koen said, the Rev. Jesse Jackson 
would receive 60 instead of 13 
Illinois at-large delegates and would 
pass Massachusetts Gov. Michael 
Dukakis in both delegate and 
popular votes. 
didancy. 
"Dukakis has much of the same 
agenda as Simon and a sound record 
in Massachusetts," Brown. wbo ~ a 
political science professor, S8ld. 
"But be could suggest who he would 
like for us to support. The voters 
trusted him so I'd be likely to 
follow." . . 
Simon suspended his preslden~l 
campaign Thursday. By dang~ 
his candidancy, he held onto his 
169.5 national delegates in hopes of 
influencing the party when a 
nominee is chosen. 
"I have no illusions tbe 
nomination will come my way," 
Simon said. 
a Hunt, phlebotoml.t, drawa blood from Mike Mltmell, aenlor In ad-
istratlon of Juatlce, during the Red Cross Blood Drive thla week. The 
, collected 1,481 pinta by Thursday and will try to rNch Ita goal of 
o pinta today, the I.at day of the drive, from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at 
Student Center. 
But a local delegate for Simon to 
the National Democratic Convention 
said Thursday that she probably will 
support Dukakis at the Democratic 
National Convention in Atlanta this 
July. 
Barbara Brown. a Simon delegate 
from Jackson County, said if Simon 
doesn't suggest who his delegates 
should vote for that she is not un-
comfortable with Dukakis' can-
Comparing a race for the 
presidency to an iee-cold shower, 
Simon said, "It is a great one-~e 
experience, but I have no yearnmg 
for a repeat performance." 
If Simon had withdrawn, 47 more 
at-large delegates from Illinois 
would have gone to Jackson, who 
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Bla :k Ame:'ican 
program will have 
I-time faculty mem-
the beginning of fall 
r, Seymour Bryson, 
the College of Human 
es said Thursday. 
n told a group of 
) students in a forum 
at the Student Center 
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~.tt 
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He also attacked the 
committee that removed two 
BAS courses (rom the general 
education curriculum in 1985. 
A "lilly white group of faculty 
members were appointed to 
prune down the number of 
general educatiuon e,;ourses," 
Tripp said. 
While students continue to 
study t!ie history of a broad 
range of societies and 
cultures, the now-defunct 
General Education 
Curriculum Council thought 
"black ancestors were un-
worthy of studying," Tripp 
said. 
Tripp said President John 
C. Guyon bas the power to 
add courses . 
Bryson said if he had been 
dean in 1984, the two BAS 
courses would not have been 
eliminated from the general 
education curriculum. 
He read a letter from Mary 
Davidson, director of the 
School of Social Work, which 
stated that she wanted to 
work with Tripp to finalize 
plans to reinstate the general 
education courses. 
Tripp did not respond to the 
letter and made no attempt to 
work with Davidson, Bryson 
said. 
Former faculty 
members have tried to 
work within the 
system for five years, 
but have been un-
successful at getting 
their goals met. 
But Tripp said he was not 
on the University payroll 
when he received the letter 
last summer, so he did not 
feel compelled to work on the 
proposal. 
Tri~ also played a tape 
recording of a conversation 
between he and Bryson that 
Tripp said was made in 1987 
when he approached Bryson 
about reinstating the courses. 
Striking a more conciliatory 
tone, Bryson said be and 
Tripp agree that a BAS 
program is needed on the 
campus, but they disagree on 
the route to take to reinstate; 
the general education courses 
and the number of full time 
faculty members the program 
needs . 
Defense begins challenge 
of Iran-Contra indictment 
WASHINGTON (Ul'l) -
Ex-White House aides John 
Poindexter and Oliver North 
and arms dealer Albert 
Hakim asked a federal judge 
Thursday to throw out the 
sweeping Iran-Contra in-
dictment against them 
because key information was 
gleaned from testimony 
forced from them on Capitol 
Hill. 
Filing court papers with 
U.S. District Judge Gerhard 
Gesell, attorneys for the three 
men said their client's 
reVeJ8UOnS last summer 
Sea COURT, '.ga 12 
Gus Bode 
Gua says the place for 
aweeplng charges Isn't 
under the rug. 
Sea SIMON, P.g. 12 
Alzheimer's puts 
retirment on hold 
By Phyllis Coon 
Staff Writer 
After more than 30 years 
of teaching, Herbert and 
, Elizabeth Portz were 
looking forward to a travel-
filled retirement. 
But their plans were 
stymied wben Elizabeth 
was stricken with 
Alzheimer's disease. 
Elizabeth has beeD 
suffering for three years 
from the incurable disease 
that causes the brain to 
degenerate. The disease 
affects 2.5 million 
Americans. One of its first 
symptoms is memory loss. 
"Our children first 
noticed something was 
wrong with her immediate 
memory," Herbert Portz, 
an emeritus professor in 
plant and soil science, said. 
"She would repeat the 
same thing over and over. 
Our children pushed for us 
to seek medical advice." 
The children noticed her 
memory loss because they 
weren't with her on a daily 
basis, he said. 
"Her casual conversation 
is great though. If you 
come up and meet her and 
don't know anything is 
wrong, you won't even 
s~pect a problem," he 
said. 
Elizabeth was diagonsed 
as baving Alzheimer's 
disease after completing 
two 5chOIogicai exams, 
inclu' both written and 
oral eva uations. 
Alzheimer's is a 
neurological disease that 
degenerates the nerve 
endings of the outer layer, 
or cortex, of the brain. 
The disease bas four 
stages. In the early stag'.!S, 
victims experience 
memory loss, personality 
changes aJ11! impaired 
learning and ju.dgment. As 
the disease progresses, 
victims may become 
unable to communicate or 
control bodily functions. 
For tbe past year, 
Elizabeth bas been par-
tici ting as a research pa~t at the SID SchGG! of 
Medicine in Springfif!ld. 
Sbe underwent seven 
intravenous injections of 
physostigmine, a drug that 
IS supposed to enhance the 
formation of acetylcholine, 
h chemical that tran-
smits messages from one 
·brain cell to another. 
Alzheimer's patients have 
been found to have very 
low levels of the 
acetylcholine. 
"It (tbe drug) was 
sapposed to improve ber 
memory, but there was DO 
effect," Herbert Portz said. 
Because of the Christmas 
holiday season, one of 
Elizabeth's treatments was 
delayed. Herbert said the 
delay may have made her 
"loss of memory greater 
than any gain" induced by 
the drug treatments. 
During the treatment, 
Elizabeth's memory was 
tested with a short set of 
tests. She was shown three 
or four words such as 
mouse, cat, dog. 
"We sat and talked for a 
couple of minule$ and I 
asked her what the words 
were. She didn't remem-
ber," Herbert said. 
Higher doses of 
physostigmine made 
Elizabeth sick. But Herbert 
said that although he is 
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Let me show you my 
new designs for spring. 
Individually designed for You 
by 
AaanStuck 
529 .. 2341 
Optical Quartz 
"I buy or trade for scrap gold." 
Located au S.51 between Amold' .. Market.& KeD's Veach 
__ 'Of ... __ .- _ .... :1 MOSCOW (UPIl - Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and 
:::::. '!:.:::"::'",~.:::':; ~ Afghan President Najibullah said Thursday all obstacles have 
PU/EVA E __ ' _1_ ; been cleared to the signing of a peace treaty to end the war in 
St. ALl~',"' ~~ Afghanistan and for withdrawal of Soviet troops beginning ~ I"" UAII May 15. However, U.S. officials E lid any agreement on a 
Z 108 S. Illinois Ave. 9-7 Mon-S.t. 'Soviet troop withdrawal m.'·rt inr' Jde a mutual superpower 
• CarboAdale 529-3097 1-5 Sun. arrangement to reduce Ol .~ ..... ..e outside arms. 
~~t??~~ Nicaragua calls on OAS to intervene 
~l3I11~ MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPI> - The Nicaraguan govern-
·Rugged. Tough . a- ment, saying it "pp0se5 U.S. humanitarian aid to Contra rebels 
Construction ~ until they withdraw into cease-fire zones, asked Thursday for 
.longlifeand ~" ; the intervention of the Organization of the American States in 
Reliable Power , {-"it!t, the dispute. The statements came as government and rebel 
·12and6vol. -"~-..;, I d 'd 
available ,- representatives met for another round of negotiations to ecl e 
• _I, sizes SIZES TO AT MosT issues relating to the cease-fire zones \\ here the Contras are to 
from 57.50 MOTORCYCLE MAKES withdraw during the current 6O-day truce. 
12 VOLT SIZES FROM III Thousands mourn death of Israeli teenager $16.90 
jtBATTERY SUPPLY QARNE SHOMERON, Israeli-occupied West Bank (UPI) -
In Murphysbaro take 127 North to I More than 4,000 mourners, some shouting "revenge," gathered 
Industrial Pan. Rd. (CICI'DM from I Thursday for the burial of a 14-year-old Israeli girl killed 
McDonaId·s). Tum lett at firshtap during a clasb with Arab villagers as new reports cast doubt 
Iign. n- lett again to PIP, : on the original account of bow she died. After the funeral, 
IaItery Supply. i Is.-ael Radio reported army investigators said a bullet, not a 
Call 687 3344 ' rock as they had originally reported, may bave caused the ~O~I~O~'~O~,,~.~.~o~.~.~.~o'~O~nTT~~D~. '~O~'~'':'~''~O~.~6~6~6~6~''~6~6~6n16""""~";;:;';:;';;':;·':;';";;:;.;;:;.;;';:;:~;;6;';:';;'.;;::;';;:;.;::;:';;.I, I girl's death in the West Bank village of Beit:!. 
Spr.· ng '88 Tit Sh I Meese presents multinational anti-drug plan a en ow BOGOTA. Colombia (UPI) - Attorney General Edwin 
'~, , Meese presented leaders in Colombia, the biggest cocaine-~., 
" 
Tuesday AP. r, ll, ,19,t, h. 7:30pm ,~~' producing nation, with a multinational plan Thursday to fight ~(/iH~'. ~ p'" \ drug trafficking in Latin America. U.S. officials have declined " __ , h '_'" .... .;::-~. " .".0.\1 'r, to discuss the plan publicly. Details 0: Meese's rive-nation, ~:; \/ ~'ic --1 'i ~ ,. /)' ~~~ _>\ eight-day Latin American trip were kept secret until the last ~/~ , Cl' ~~ f~ G;;; j:it I minute for security reasons, officials said . 
.... $ 50 G .~·''-~4d p. _~ - I Officials: Delvalle will hang on to presidency 
_,.. ran rlze CO""-- ]hr" SANTA BARBARA, ~alif. (UPI) - President-in-hiding Eric 
,~..:.., • ~' ': .,:., .~? I Arturo Delvalle, desPIte new pres5U1'e!1 from Gen. Manuel ~~. _' C"" Pick up applications at SPC <of v', -~, ~ ,J ~t.onio Noriega, bas passed the word to the United States ~ -:;~. ¥ ·h· I mtends to bang on 8S bead of Panama's government, White -'.~ 3rd Floor Student Center ,f'J', I House officials said Thursday. Chief of Staff Howard Baker 
_ ¢.,. DeadUne: Monday April 11 4:00pm , ~ > and National Sec,urity Ad~ ~lin. Powell den!~ re~r~ ;~ .:::," " 3~ . Delvalle was CODSldenng ieavmg his hideout and gJvmg up his ::.~~.8 for more Info. Call 536-3393 • . : role in tryiIlg to wrest control of Panama from Noriega. 
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i ) Libyan diplomat links terroris.~ to Gadhafi 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A diplomat at Libya's mission to 
the United Nations said Tbursday be bas been a secret 
member of. the anti-Gadbafi resistance and accused the Libyan 
regime of. plotting the assassination of the presidents of France 
and Egypt Salem Saity, 29, who said be had been chief of the 
mission's communications and classified information section 
since 19116, recited a laundry list of terrorist activities for 
which be said Moammar Gadbafi's government was respon-
sible. 
Stockbroker kills Merrill Lynch executive 
BOSTON (UPI) - A disgruntled Merrill Lynch stockbroker 
&bot and killed a vice president of. the brokerage firm Thur-
sday iDside the executive's downtown office, police said, 
Merrill Lynch Regioual Vice President George Cook, 56, of 
Weston, was shot iD the chest and left arm and later died at 
Massachusetts General Hospital, bospital officials said. 
Democrats to ,eslst lobbyists In platform 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Top Democratic officials said 
Tbunday they will resist writing a 19IIB platform of lobbyist 
"wisb lists" and draft a brief but progressive statement with 
the aim of. expanding the party's base. Democrats have been 
criticized for creating platforms to appeal to special iDterest 
groups and their particular legislative interests. Democratic 
Natiooal Chairman Paul Kirk and Michigan Gov. James 
Blanchard said they do DOt want the platform to duck the 
tough issues but at the same time. the document will not sinrde 
out cootroversial or divisive issues such as abortion. 
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Panelists verbally melee on unions 
Members agree 
employees must 
take active role 
8y.k.>tln Mohler 
Staff Wr:ter 
FlJtering through diHering 
': .. i.~ at a forum on collective 
bargaining for University 
employees Thursday night 
came the agreement from 
opposing panelists that active 
participation by faculty 
members is crucial in the 
unionization decision. 
Thomas Britton, vice 
chancellor for administration 
and one of four panelists, said 
the vote on unionization, 
which the panelists hoped 
would take place this fall, is 
"one of the most important 
Police Blotter 
A Carbondale man received 
a broken nose and facial 
injuries when three men 
pushed his face into a window 
at Old Town Liquors, 514 S. 
Illinois Ave., Thursday 
morning, Carbondale police' 
said. 
Nasar A. Alkbader, 24, of 
1007 E. Park St., was treated 
and released at Memorial 
Hospital of Carbondale 
following the incident, police 
said, 
Alkbader was standing in 
front of the American Tap 
with an open beer when he 
was told to leave by an em-
ployee, As Alkhader was 
leaving, he bf:gan to argue 
with three wiknown "king-
sized guys" W~lO dragged him 
decisions for many years," 
and "one that will affect all." 
He said that while the 
administration will not 
participate in the faculty 
debate on the issue, "it does 
encourage the greatest 
participation" of members. 
"Collective bargaining is 
neither ir,evitable or 
desirable," BIitton said. 
Unionization centralizes 
decision-making and does not 
gu2rantee an increase in 
benefits, be said. Britton 
added that it may bring an 
adverserial atmosphere to 
administration-faculty relati-
ons, 
Bill Eppley, executive 
director of University 
Professionals of SIU, the local 
chapter of the Illinois 
Federation of Teachers, said 
that if a faculty member does 
into the alley next to the 
liquor store, Carbondale 
Police Officer Art Wright 
said. 
The men then smashed 
Alkhader's head into the 
window of the store, police 
said. 
Police said they have no 
suspects. 
A Harrisburg woman was 
robbed of her purse near the 
JC Penney store at University 
Mall Wednesday night, 
Carbondale police said. 
A man approached 
Margaret Miller, 42, from 
behind and pulled the purse, 
which contained $100. from 
her arm. The man, described 
~""".~ Get your haircut =- " before 12:00 noon any ,. CALli weekday & SAVE . CALLI $2.00 
Must present this ad for special 
549-6263 
Offer Good Thru 4-3D-88 
not vote, it is a vote against 
collective action on campus. 
"U you are a faculty staff 
member, how in control of 
your economic destiny are 
you?" be asked, adding that 
unions mav increase faculty 
benefits because tile ad-
ministration and "state 
legislators listen to the kind of 
clout that (UIDOns) bave." 
Gary Kolb, president of the 
Illinois Education 
AssoCiation, claimed that the 
administration bas become 
top-heavy and insensitive to 
faculty concerns. 
"The system is incapable of 
lobbying," he said. "Each 
year we faU further behind" 
:"''1 budgetary allocations. 
Gola Waters, a represen-
tative from Faculty for Free 
Choice, a campus group 
opposed to unionization, 
as black, 5 feet 10 inches tall, 
and weighing about 220 
pounds, fled north on foot, 
police said. 
He was wearing a short, 
dark-blue jacket and dark 
pants and shoes. 
A similar purse-snatching 
occurred outside the store on 
March 24. 
A Carbondale man charged 
with battering his wife was 
taken to the Jackson County jail Thursday morning by 
University Police, according 
to police reports. 
Dennis P. Makhudu, 'ST, of 
128 Southern Hills, was 
arrested after police received 
a report from his wife, 
Hours: Mon·Thurs: lOAM·9PM 
Fri & Sot: lOAM·1OPM 
Sunday: 12PM·9PM 
"Col/ective bargaining 
is neither inevitable or 
desirable. It 
-Thomas BrittoI' 
argued that the adversarial 
tradition of unionization will 
be counter-productive to 
faculty professionalism. 
The forum at the Lesar Law 
Building prel'eDted Britton 
and Waters as the ~position 
to faculty unionization. Ep-
pley and Kolb advocated 
collective bargaining. 
The forum was sponsored 
by the Emeritus College and 
was chaired by Lewis E. 
Hahn, emeritus professor of 
philosophy. 
Yvonne Makbudu, 35, of the 
same address, who called 
police from a laundry, police 
said. 
Makbudu could not post 
$100 bond and remained at the 
jail, police said. 
Police said Yvonne 
Makbudu had been struck in 
the face but received no 
major injuries. 
A stereo valued at $500 was 
stolen from the car of 
University student Sean R. 
Peache, 18, of 600 W. Mill St. 
The car was parked at a Jot at 
504 S. Wall St. Thursday 
morning, Carbondale police 
said. 
Quake 
center to 
stay put 
By Edward Rahe 
Staff Writer 
The Board of Dir~­
tors of the Marion-based 
United States Eartquake 
Consorti'Jm decided 
Wednesday to keep its 
offices in Marion. 
CUSEC's Board of 
Directors was worried 
that the organization 
would loose its indentity 
if it were moved to a 
college campus, John 
Sexton, author of the 
University's proposal to 
bring the consortium 
offices here, said 
Thursday. 
In addition to SIU-C, 
the consortium's board 
considered relocation 
bids from Southeast 
Missouri State 
University, the 
University o£ Louisville, 
the University of 
Arkansas a;: Little Rock, 
Memphis State 
University and Fulton 
County, Ky. 
Sexton, an associate 
professor of geology, 
said he was not disap-
pointed by the board's 
decision. 
The University'S 
proposal called for 
keeping CUSEC's offices 
in Marion until April 
1989, when the con-
sortium's contract with 
the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency 
expires. 
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Ditch 'Big Ditch'; 
find better option 
NOW THAT THE City Council has shown good judgment 
in deciding to look at alternative options to the proposed 
$67 million railroad relocation project, let's hope it has as 
much sense in choosing another option. 
The federal government has made about $5.7 million 
available to the city, which must be used to reduce c0n-
flicts between trains and automobile traffic in Carbobdale. 
The city is looking into the possibility of building either an 
overpass or an underpass for one or more of Carbondale's 
busiest railroad crossings. According to the city, more 
than 70 percent of the traffic that crosses the railroad 
tracks in Carbondale crosses at Grand Avenue, Main 
Street or Walnut Street. 
WIllLE AN OVERPASS or underpass at one of these 
three streets may help move traffic around and through 
Carbondale a bit more quickly, the impact on downtown 
would be disastrous. To begin with, if the overpass on 
Pleasant Hill Road is any indication, a bridge or tunnel 
would have to be much longer than two city blocks and 
would create havoc with traffic on other streets in the 
area. 
Also. the businesses around the site undoubtedly would 
suffer. Instead of being on level with the traffic that passes 
in front of businesses, many would be either below the 
overpass or above the underpass, which would greatly 
decrease the access to many establishments. 
In addition, an overpass or underpass in llie middle of 
the downtown area would be more of an pj<esore than any 
vacant lot or dilapidated buildin2 ever could be. Basically, 
an overpass or underpass in the Qowntown area would be a 
bad idea. 
THE ONLY PLACE in Carbondale where a bridge or 
tunnel could be built without greatly disrupting the lives of 
numerous residents and the prosperity of many businesses 
would be on the north side of town - away from the 
business district and highly populated areas. But this 
would be nothing but a waste of money considering there 
already is a rural overpass on Pleasant Hill Road on the 
south. This also would do nothing to help traffic in the 
downtown area. 
Perhaps the city could fIX and widen smaller streets that 
cross the railroad tracks and make the crossings smoother 
to encourage more people to use them instead of the more 
heavily tra'veled rocr.jg. This would have the dual benefits 
of easing the crush of traffic in the three major crossings 
and of encouraging new business developments downtown 
wbere the roads often are so bumpy they may actually 
hurt a store's business. 
IF THE CITY decides it is not feasible to build an 
overpass or an underpass downtown and cbooses not to 
improve other crossings, it should simply give the money 
back to the federal government and get on with ot.beI' 
business. It seems hard to justify gi~ back money when 
there are so many local programs that ~parately need it, 
but this money is for easing traffic at railroad crossings 
and mar. not be used for other purposes. It would be a 
responsIble move for the city to give the money back if it 
realizes the funds can't be used effectively here. 
QlloblbleQuoteS J 
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"Tell them to go jump in a Jake. Maybe they're not worth 
haviDg arouod." Olympic geld .............. _peeHbter 
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&lie. tou'" a~. 
Doonesbury 
Letters 
. . 
'Jesus freaks' beat Easter Bunny, 
preach about holiday's meaning 
I just thought I'd sit down 
and write all you faithful 
readers a letter about my 
Easter experience. Have any 
of you ever seen the Easter 
Bunny carry a cross and be 
beaten by a crowd of Jesus 
freaks who have nothing better 
to do since Jimmy Swaggart 
left the pulpit? 
Well, I saw this before my 
very own eyes early Friday 
evening at the American Tap. I 
looked around to see if 
everyone else saw this or if I 
was already pad my limit. 
Imagine this: the cute, 
fu7.zy. little Easter Bunny we 
all grew up with being beaten 
by a buncb of jerks. who I 
doa't think knew any of us at 
the Tap. 'i et they were passing 
judgement on me and 
everyoae else in the place. 
According to these seIf-
appointed preachers, everyone 
at the Tap had lost the true 
meaning of Easler. They said 
that we thought all Easter was 
about was the Easter Bunny, 
egg bunts and candy. (It was 
then that we knew our annual 
meeting of the Ignorant Easter 
Bunny Lovers was busted.) I 
thought I was in a Far Side 
cartooo. 
It bas always been my im-
pression that Easter 
celebrated Jesus' crucUlltioa 
and resurrection from the 
dead 
The Easter Bunny, as we all 
have long since learned, is 
really Mom. and Dad. They 
bide the eggs and give CJUt 
candy, so that little kids who 
are too young to understand 
the real meaning of Easter 
~=istb~:a;· of 
CbristiaDs targeted the wrong 
people, and the fact Ulat !hey 
even pulled this stunt makes 
me question their in-
terpretation of religion. I think 
that if there is a God, be would 
tell his followers to be cool and 
make friends. Telling 
everyone at the Tap that they 
are going to bell is not what I 
would call a step in the right 
direction. 
I woader if the parents of 
these Jesus freaks would 
approve of their SOIlS and 
daugbters putting on this 
public display of idiocy. in-
cidentally, I found out that the 
beaten bunny was really a 
IJeslJll freak in disguise, I was 
relieved. I can't wait until 
~~Jie::~ ~a .!~ 
the reindeer senseless. -
Doaglas DeBarger, 
_ophomore, aviatioD 
tedmologies 
Parking stickers a requirement 
before you can be a legal visitor 
I very much doubt that this 
letter will be printed, because 
this countly bas a problem 
with those who question 
authority evea tbougb we rant 
011 and em about &eedom of 
expressiOll. 
But I have to make clear my 
feeliDgs towards our woaderful 
mea in blue who so dauuUessly 
protect us from ourselves and 
runaway bicycles fiends, even 
if 110 ODe will read iL 
Tbe other day I got a parting 
ticket. Big deal, bub. 
everybody does IIOOIII!I" ell' 
later. Well, it just 10 happeas 
that I was neatly located em 
campus in • '"visitors" space, 
and tbere was IIlOIIey in the 
meter eveo wbeD [eame out to 
see that yellow bit of wort'>less 
authority .tuck to my wind-
sbield. 
.Being very CGIIfused and 
frustrated as to why I received 
such • blessing from my 
protectors, I took my query to 
the Campus CcIp Hideout and 
= ~ mle di:r~t ~ 
''visitor''' 011 this fine campus 
of ours. «me must have a 
campus sticker 011 their car. 
Now! I ask you: who made 
up lUCIlaa idiotic Jaw! Whosat 
cbra and passed this bit of 
bureaucratic crap! Were they 
drunk ell' juK ...... a laugh at 
our -1 Perbaps the U~'I taIWt& euaugb 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
of my money as it is, and they 
feel that they have the right to 
suck a little more dough from 
my pocket to give to the 
football team. 
If my life is being governed 
by lawmakers as idiotic and as 
petty as that, then I bold no 
respect fOl' them ell' fell' those 
who eaforce such laws. Until 
my leaders stop playing with 
the citizeas' money and in-
t.eIlects, I will DOl stop c0m-
plaining. So forgive me when I 
Gink at you 01' Salute you with 
my third fiDger held aloft. •• It's 
just mf way of tbankiDg you 
fell' a job well doae. - SaU 
Hille. .opla .... re. ee--• ...,.....y 
MY NAMfj 
I5H'THAWX! 
60AMlAYf 
\ 
P"~ DIiiIJ£gyptiaD. AprilS, 19118 
F()cUs 
Sanders hits the high road 
Dean leads 
battle to 
raise taxes 
By Rosary M. Dalba 
Staff Writer 
T he homemade computer sign on his cJoset-size office at the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education reads Adviser-Consultant. 
A lone black hanger decorates the 
bare yellow walls. His filing cabinet, a 
black briefcase, overflows with paper. 
The inauspicious surroundings seem 
an unlikely place to fmd Keith San-
ders, Dean of the College of Com-
munications and Fine Arts. Sanders, 
who served as the University's lob-
byist from 1980 to 1983, is spending 
long days in Springfield as a lobbyist 
once again. He is orchestrating a 
statewide effort to get legislators to 
pass a tax increase for higher 
education before June 30. 
Looking for a way to raise support 
for a tax increase, a brainstorming 
session among government relations 
officers from the four state university 
systems and from community colleges 
late last fall led straight to Sanders' 
door. 
"We started talking about the effort 
we needed," said Ross Hodel, mHE 
deputy director of public services, 
"and we said, 'Why don't we get Keith 
Sanders from sm to advise and 
consult for us.' " 
Hodel said the idea was passed on 
to the heads of the .. ystems and they 
agreed. 
Sanders, who laughingly refers to 
himself as a "Dean on loan," said the 
decision to lead the fight for higher 
education was not his. 
"It's a volunteer effort in the Army 
sense of volunteer," said Sanders. 
"Although I find it interesting and 
certainly worthwhile, it wasn't 
something I chose to do. 
"The job was described to me by 
President (John) Guyon," he con-
tinued, "and I was asked if I would be 
willing to do it." 
After discussing the move with his 
By Rosary M. Dalba 
Staff Writer 
"History is a race between 
educat.on and caf4strophe." 
-H.G.Wells 
Keith Sanders has &eeL the future"big picture" of higher educatiO!l in Illinois and it 
isn't pretty. 
"Some schools will literally go out 
of business unless they get help," said 
Sanders, chairman of the the 
statewide campaign for increased 
funding for education. "There will be 
teacher layoffs at the elementary 
level, increases in deficit budgets and 
reductions in spendbg for main-
tenance and library supplies. Whole 
programs in secondary and 
elementary schools will be 
eliminated." 
At the university level, the con-
sequences could be even more 
devastating. 
"The budget praposal for higher ed 
this year, he said, "is the smallest 
budget in buyin~ power that we have 
had in 18 years. ' 
Sanders is leading a task force of 
volunteers that is encouraging groups 
and people across the state to visit, 
write and .. all their legislators on 
behalf of increased funding for 
education. Raising public awarness to 
the plight of edur.ation in Illinois is 
another job for the lobbyist-turned-
s .. " 
wife, Sarders said, "We decided it 
was something I ought to do." 
Although he has only been in 
Springfield two months, Sanders has 
thrown himself into the rigorous 
demands of coordinating a massive 
campaign tc. educate the public and 
state legislators on the need for in-
creav.;d funding for higher education. 
He is confident about the effort he and 
others are making to gain support for 
the tax increase. 
"Higher education has never 
worked as well with secondary and 
elementary education as right now," . 
said Sanders, adding he is grateful for 
the strong leadership the university 
systems heads are providing. 
But the real battle, be said, will be 
translating popular suppo!'l into 
:::e~g::~ii~:~d::;S 
support a tax increase for education, 
Sanders said convincing le!:islators to 
!'8ise taxes during an election year is 
a "very difficult task. We're not very 
confident of the estimates of 
legislative support for a tax increase. 
"The victory will be won Pot the 
grass roots level ratber than here in 
Springfield," he continued. 
"Thousands of letters have already 
been written to legislators, it will take 
thousands more." 
As cll8irperson of the statewide 
coordinating committee, he begins 
each workday at 5 a.m. Sanders said 
he tries to spend the first few hours of 
each day "looking at the big picture, 
trying to think ahea~ - plan, review 
what we have done lD the recent ;last 
- ano put things in cor.text." 
He usually gets to his office between 
8 and 8:30 a.m. to work on "im-
mediate things." Sanders, who is 
operating with a volunteer staff of 
personnel from state universities, 
community colleges and elementary 
and secondary schools, must handle 
everything from offering ad .. ice and 
devising strategy to writing thank you 
letters. He also puts press kits 
together and maintains close com-
munications with governing boards 
and university presidents statewide. 
"We haven't done the best job in 
presenting the issue to the J:ublic," 
Sanders said. "We have to improve ... 
I think we are improving. " 
Sanders' job is made more difficult 
by the fact that no new state dollars 
are being expended for this cam-
paign. The committee has developed 
concepts for a television campaign 
but has yet to find the ... rivate funds to 
finance the project. Even the rent on 
Sander's Springfield apartment is 
being paid by a private individual 
who supports the committee's efforts. 
Although be said he's not missed in 
Carbondale nearly as much as he 
Save Education 
Illinois students will be big losers 
if tax increase fails in Legislature 
dean-turned- lobbyist. 
According to a report by the Illinois 
Bureau of Higher Education: 
-Illinois ranks 44th in per capita 
spending OIl higher education. 
-Illinois is tied for last (with West 
Virginia) in terms of percentage 
increase in state tax appropriations 
for higher edu~tion over the last 10 
years. 
-Although Illinois residents have 
the fifth highest average personal 
income in the country, the state ranks 
41st in new state funding for higher 
education in the last 10 years. 
-Illinois is one of only four states 
that reduced state tax appropriations 
for higher education between fiscal 
years 1987 and 1988. 
-All of the state's universities 
lagged 4 percent behind the national 
average in faculty salaries last year 
Hig6er education officials worry 
that the state's universities may soon 
fall victim to a so-called "brain 
drain." Faculty at Illinois public 
universities ha$. decreased by 5.2 
percent between 1971 and 1987, 
Sanders said. 
A recent IBHE study indicated that 
faculty salaries at state universities 
not bnly have lost ground to inflation, 
but also in comparison with salaries 
at similar institutions in other states. 
The study further uncovered a 
steady decline in the competitiveness 
of faculty salaries since 1975. Illinois' 
salaries at aU faculty ranks actually 
stood at 101 percent of the median for 
comparable salaries at aU state 
systems in the United States in 1975, 
but that dropped to 96.6 percent of the 
median in 1986 and to 96.1 percent by 
1987. 
According to the board report: 
"Leading states, with which Illinois is 
often compared in terms of economic 
indicators, support salaries at higher 
levels than Illinois. Califorrua's public 
university salaries are 9.1 percent 
above the median, Massachusetts' 
salaries are 12.5 percent above and 
New York's are 14.5 percent above 
the median." 
hoped he would be, Sanders is keeping 
a close eye on his home turf. He 
translates his concern for the 
jeopardy higher education faces in . 
Illinois into tangible worries about hiS 
own University. 
Dean of the CCFA since 1983, 
Sanders has had to deal with budget 
(:uts four out of the last five years. He 
worries about retaining faculty and 
attrac:ing quality replacements when 
there is no money for pay raises. 
According to a fact sheet prepared 
by his committee, the buying power of 
public university salaries in this state 
decreased by more thaL 5 percent 
between 1971 and 1987. 
So why did he leave his comfortable 
home, family, and unfinished projects 
in the CCF A to spend 50 to 60 hour 
work weeks :n Springfield? 
Sanders, who received a bachelor'S 
and master's degree with double 
majors in Speech and Psychology 
from SIU-C, said he is a product of 
this system. 
"I'm paying back ~ome of "'hAt I've 
got," he said. "Workmg at SIU has 
always held a special signficance LO 
me. So what I'm doing is an extension 
of my values and commitments I have 
had for a long time. 
"It's exciting," he continued. "!'m 
glad I'm doing it - it's necessary and 
worthwhile. But I'll be glad when it's 
over." 
Among neighboring slates, Illinois 
ranks behind Indiana, Ohio, 
Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Missouri 
and Minnesota, when comparing all-
rank faculty salaries as a percentage 
of the national median. 
"And we wonder why some of our 
best faculty take jobs in other states," 
Sanders sail.!. 
A tuition increase is not the answer 
to the growing financial crisis in 
higher education, ht" added. Students 
at public universitil:S in Illinois are 
paying 36.6 percent of their in-
structional cost, the highesl per-
centage in 15 years. 
"Some people just say raise 
tuition," he said. "In the process we 
are beginning to deny people 
educational opportunities and in-
creasing the debt some students take 
with them. 
"Students and parents are paying 
their share of the load," Sanders 
continued. "Students are now paying 
more than people in the leadership of 
higher education believe they should 
be paying." 
Some legislators have argued that 
setting new prjo~ities for the state 
budget, not a tax increase. is the 
solution to the education funding 
dilelJ~ma. Sanders disagreed. 
"That isn't true. Every state 
agency, ranging from those who try to 
look after battered children to the 
See TAXES. Plge 8 
Dil!!)' ft&Y.l!l-i,an, ~r~,8, l\lllll.'pa~;;, 
Jdit criticizes governor's staff 4th l'loor 
"ideo I.Dua.:e 
Studeat ('ealer 
.\11 ~I ... "· .. '1.00 
tINGFIELD <UPIl - A 
audit report released 
,day criticized Gov. 
5 R. Thompson's office 
ot reporting employees' 
If automobiles as com-
tion in 1985 and 1986. 
. report by Auditor 
'al Robert Cronson said 
~e of state automobiles 
~ have been reported 
Internal Reven'le 
~e regulations. The 
'osation is subject to 
I and state taxes and 
,ecurity taxes. 
iscal 1987, which runs 
~h June 1987, the 
lor's offke had no 
ure for determining 
al auto use com-
ion for seven em-
, the report said. 
als in the governor's 
lid thev devised such a 
ler in" the year and 
I all applicable em-
personal use of state 
~e works 
nprove 
1 system 
<FIELD I UPI) -
plans to sell 1t least 
m worth of tax-
Uege sa vings bonds 
'mmer, but officials 
,day they hope to 
le bugs out of the 
'ior to the sale. 
cials first sold the 
nuary as a way to 
ians afford rising 
s. Demand for the 
'n available bonds 
d supply as 47,000 
lad asked for $270 
ads. 
of the Bac-
frost Authority, 
!JeS the program, 
JSS the program 
the programs 
'icials said, was 
)f availability 
estate. 
~re were a lot of 
ent unserved in 
and suburban 
aid Sen. Aldo 
·Olympia Fields, 
of the bond 
gher, an official 
;t National Bank 
the bond sale's 
underw ri ter, 
d the r,roblem. 
ed some of those 
idr't know of the 
e officials didn't 
emand to expect. 
for next time is 
'e information to 
Jts and brokerage 
ier on so that they 
lccept an order or 
to another bank or 
firm, .. Gallagher 
from the gover-
et bureau said they 
ell $90 million more 
iOmetime in August 
ber. 
llis also suggested 
loges to attract more 
. nts into the program 
~ allowing other in-
to pool their money in 
eld investments that 
eventually be tran-
to college savings 
current program does 
Jrovide funds for in-
.uals with older children. 
Angelis said that is a 
oblem which also needs to 
ddressed, but the board did 
ot make any formal 
'Commendations , 
age 6, DaiJy Egyptian, April 8, 1!188 
vehicles for 1987. 
The audit also criticized the 
governor's office for alleged 
inadequate personnel policies 
and procedures tluit include no 
documentation ttl support pay 
raises, promotions and 
demotions. 
The audit by Auditor 
General Robert Cronson said 
that 49 out of 50 personnel files 
examined during the audit did 
not contain job applications or 
resumes, and the office did not 
have written job descriptions 
for work positions. 
Cronson said such 
documentation is not reqUired, 
but is needed to ensure proper 
use of state funds. 
In response to the audit, the 
governor's office said it would 
write job descriptions for all 
office employees, develop 
forms to justify salary 
changes and require all new 
employees to submit job ap-
plications or resumes. 
-An audit of the state Public 
Health Department reported 
the agency granted license 
renewals to 190 maternity 
hospitals, 57 of which were not 
in compliance With agency 
standards for perinatal care. 
The audit said the issuance 
of the licenses violated the 
Hospital Licensing Act. 
't\\\~e"{ou 
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Six nights a week you go up 
to the strip to party. You see all 
the plastic bars and aU the plastic 
people. Isn't six nights a little too 
much? For a real taste of the 
Southern Illinois ethnic tradition, 
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English Day 
Associate Professor Richard A. Lawson, 
who was named teacher of the year, talks 
with Wade Tulder, senior In English, 
about Lawson's photo exhibit on display 
at the Student Center during the first 
annual English Day held Thursday. 
Emeritus faculty must 
get OK to supervise 
By Susan Curtis 
Staff Writer 
Emeritus faculty members 
will not be considered regular 
members of the graduate 
school faculty for purposes of 
supervising students' theses 
and dissertations. 
The graduate council passed 
a resolution Thursday stating 
that emeritus faculty must be 
recommended by a graduate 
program for regular mem-
bership in the graduate 
faculty. They also may be 
approved by the graduate 
dean to direct theses or 
dissertations. 
Emeritus professors also 
must be recommended to 
direct each particular thesis or 
dissertation by the graduate 
program. 
Emeritus professors are 
professors who retired with 
honor. 
The resolution includes 
theses or dissertations 
assigned to emeritus 
professors prior to their 
retirement and newly assigned 
students. 
John Yopp, dean of the 
graduate school, said that in 
appointing emeritus faculty to 
these positions, he would 
consider whether a professor 
functions at the graduate 
faculty level 
Jerry Handler, professor of 
anthropology, said it is 
"degrading that they 
(emeritus faculty) have to 
come back and ask for cer-
tification." Emeritus 
professors should hold the 
same status they held before 
becoming emeritus, he said. 
In other business the 
graduate council voted to: 
-Periodically review the 
quality and effectiveness of 
training for graduate teaching 
assistants through additional 
questions in the departmental 
review process. 
-Recommend that the 
~raduate schcol, in con-
Junction with the Learning 
Resources Services and the 
College of Education, offer 
optional University-wide 
traicing for teaching 
assistants to supplement the 
training provided by each 
department. 
-Charge graduate students 
in programs associated with 
The Graduate Council 
passed a resolution 
Thursday stating that 
emeritus faculty must 
e recommended ya 
graduate program for 
regular membership in 
the graduate faculty. 
the School of Medicine at 
Springfield the same medical 
fees as medical students, who 
are treated at the Springfield 
facility. They also would be 
exempt from the recreation 
center fee since they would not 
have access to it. 
-Support a proposal for a 
master's program in food and 
nutrition. The curriculum 
would include community 
:~!~~i~rs ~~iChta&~epa{:: 
examination for national 
registration as a dietician; and 
nutrition science, which 
prepares students for research 
positions in food and nutrition 
or further study in advanced 
graduate degree programs in 
food and nutrition. 
The program would meet the 
needs of students with a 
bachelor's degree in home 
economics, food and nutrition 
or other health related fields; 
students who are registered 
dieticians and have worked in 
a hospital setting, but are not 
trained to cope with patients 
who are not confined to bed 
and community dietetics; and 
students interested in 
preparing for doctorate or 
laboratory research positions 
in nutrition. 
Equipment required for the 
program includes laboratory 
equipment, a stove, a 
refrigerator, a blood and urine 
analyzer, a computer, in-
structional materials, 
nutrition assessment 
measuring insh ..Iments, 
dietary analysis tool kits, 
money for the purchase of 
journals and travel funds. 
The estimated cost of im-
plementing the program is 
$146,400. 
...... ' ...... 
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show has il all!! Opening 
with "Mad,at" a harmonica 
and guitar virtuo!oO. Dapog-
ny's band never steps out of 
character. from rousing Rag· 
time to cool Swing. the jazz 
inspiration comes from all 
direction.. The 8-piece 
Grammy nominee band is 
vOCdlly accompanied by Ihe 
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('rit rdle mu§ical expeflE"l1ce! 
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Left to right, Dan LayzeU, research associate 
for the IBHE; Connie Staley, business 
manager for the SIIJ-C School of Medicine; 
Ray Robertson, assistant dean of the SChool 
of Medicine and Keith Sanders, chairman of 
the statewide campaign for a tax Increase to 
support education, prepare a battle plan to 
contact organizations throughout Illinois. 
TAXES,from Page 5 
Department of Cooservation 
to education, are un-
derfunded," Sanders said. 
"But even if they weren't, it 
is very difficult to get rid of 
governmental agencies in 
order to fund other agellcitS. 
"So those that want to 
reprioritize are proceeding on 
some false premises," San-
ders continued. ''The money 
is Dot there to ~·oritize." 
State Sen. Ra Dunn, R-
Du Quoin, bas on the 
record for over a year 
favoring a "moderate" tax 
increase for education in 
general. 
"I think the education 
community and otber bran-
cbes of government are 
making a good case for a tax 
increase," said Dunn. "Even 
though I'm up for re-election, 
I doD't think I'll get into any 
trouble voting for an in-
crease .. " 
Although Dunn said there is 
Bennett seeks 
Catholic support 
NEW YORK <UPIl -
Education Secretary William 
Bennett, making a new pitch 
for tuition tax credits for 
priva te schools, urged 
Ca tholic school officials 
Thursday to take in poor 
students and then seek 
recompense from state and 
local governments. 
His 'yroposal before the 
Nationa Catholic Education 
Association's annual con-
vention drew sharp criticism 
from public education groups, 
who called it unconstitutional 
and a "back-door attempt" to 
pursue President Reagan's 
plan for tuition-tax credits or 
vouchers for private schools. 
Bennett blamed catholic 
schooi officials for the ad-
ll'.inistration's failure to win 
the tax credits, which allow 
parents who send their 
children to parochial schools 
~o!e::~ eme:.!~ tuition 
"We needed political sup-
port, political courage, but we 
didn't have it," be said in 
~~t~ :::~u~~f:u:ro:h: 
said he had voted for Ronald 
Reagan in 1980 because of his 
stand on tax credits but had 
not seen much action. 
"The support was mixed 
from those who would 
benefit, " Bennett said, his 
critici.;m greeted by generally 
warm applat;s,; 
Page B. Daily Egyptian, AprilB, 1988 
'" think the education community and other 
branches of government are making a good 
case for a tax increase. Even though I'm up for 
re-election, I don't think 1'1/ get into any trouble 
voting for an increase." 
enough support in the Senate 
to pass an increase, the House 
leaders do not support one. 
"I think the support for a 
tax increase is bUilding," be 
said. "I think we'll get one 
before June SO. 
Rep. Wayne. Gorforth, R-
Nashville, said be supports a 
tax increase for edUcation. 
However, be doesn't believe 
the BOUIe leadership supports 
• tax increase. 
"Right DOW I don't think the 
average penoa on the street 
-Sen. Ralph Dunn 
=~ts a tax increase," be 
A member of the House 
~~r~~o~ ~~mr!!~ 
increase, "We will look at the 
governor's budget. There will 
be money taken from other 
programs for education." 
For Sanders, however, 
there are no easy solutions. 
"It's a massive ~lem." 
he said, "and it can t be fixed 
by tinkering with the state 
budget." 
In-Season Fresh Produce from Local Farmers 
- Bedding Plants -Spinach .. Kale 
• Herbs • Crafts 
-Green Onions - Baked Goods 
• Vegetable Transplants 
Every Saturday - 8am-12noon 
Watown Man.Behind McDooalde 
TRANSFER TO RAY COllEGE 
DEGREECOMPurnONPROGRAMS 
ADVERTISING DESIGN, ILWSTRATION, 
INTERIOR DESIGN, fASHION DESIGN, 
Fi\SHION MERCHANDISING, PHOTOGRAPHY 
1tanII8r up III eo credit hou .. lDwlnla Bachelor CII An. degree. ...,.., M 
and 2;oNr MS degnIe In epeci8IiDId majors..oeY and evening. 
SIaI1ing ~ and SepIamber. WriIa 01 phone for CIIIIIIog. 
~\.~GfQ<~ RAY COWGE OF DESIGN i;R:~~ · A Y V 0 • u • ESI 1916 ~ ChIcago campua: Phone: (312) 280-3500 ~~GO • ~.s!ti?' 401 N. Wabash Avenue. Chicago, Illinois 60611 
" W<:P/ WoodfIeld Cemous: PhOne: (312) 815-3450 
600 Woodfield Drive. Schaumburg, Illinois 60173 
************************************ 
: BG's Professional Comedy ! 
• * • presents * 
• * : Joey Gutierrez ! 
• * : From George Schlatter's Comedy Club ! 
: and the David Brenner Show ! 
: with ! 
• * • Dave Markwell If-
• If-~ ST. Louis, MO ! 
· ~ • Tonight 8:00 & 10:30 SOC Drafts in show !
: Saturday 8:30 '100 longnecks in show ! 
:
• 8G's 1620W. Main 549-1942: 
*********************************** 
Spring 
Psychic Festival 
Books 
Crystals 
Tapes 
Gifts 
Crofts 
Jewelry 
Astrology 
Tarot 
Palmistry 
Numerology 
Regressions 
Spirit Guides 
........, ._ .. ... 
~ ........... -.. ..... 
Ramada Inn 
Highway 13 Carbondale, II. 
ADMISSION 12.00 Indude.: Hourly Iectu ... 
~doiDtPri-
••••••••••••••••• 
Island Movie Library's 
"ew Locatlonl 
Downstairs next to Kinko's 
On the Island 
715 s. Ulliweralt,. 549-0413 
,....., and W ..... , are DoIar Days 
aU G thru R rated movies '1.00, adult titles 52.00 
ComlnIS •• nl 
-rhe Untouchables 
-Witches ofSa.tutfck 
-Lea Than Zero 
also Nintendo games 
IIOME Of THE J TflPES fOIl'S.OO"'1 
••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••• 
•••••••••••••• 
TOM STEVE 
SELLECK GUTTENBERG 
TED 
DANSON 
Peter, Michael and .lock. know a thing or two about women. 
But when It comes to babies, they're oil wet. 
d'h.u,~MJ,.,CDtIIJ'fL 
Friday" Saturday 7. 9." llpm 
Replacing Fatal Attraction 
· 
· : 
: 
· 
••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• v 
Fulbright scholars to experience S. Illinois 
8y Amy Gaua,.tz 
Staff Writer 
Trips throughout Southern 
Illinois, lectures and meetings 
with community leaders are 
some of the events planned 
for foreign Fulbright scholars 
during Fulbright Honors 
Week, April 11 to 17. 
The week was proclaimed 
by Carbondale Mayor Neil 
Dillard and celebrates the 
40th anniversary of the 
Fulbright. About 40 Fulbright 
scholars are studying at the 
University this year. 
Established in 1946, the 
Fulbright program is the 
United States' international 
educational and cultural 
exchange program. Fulbright 
scholars are professors, 
graduate students, ad-
ministrators and researchers 
who are given grants to 
study, teach, lecture and 
conduct research abroad. 
"In addition to being an 
important exchange of ideas, 
it also fosters mutual un-
derstanding in world peace," 
David Brussell, SIU-C foreign 
student advisor with In-
ternational Programs and 
Services, said 
High-flying fun, excitement 
to fill the sky at Airshow 88 
By Amy Gaubatz 
Staff Writer 
Airplanes performing 
aerobatic maneuvers sucb as 
loops, rolls and stalls will be 
one of the features at Airsbow 
88. 
The show, fea turing 
military and civilian air-
planes, will be held from 1 to 
4 p.m. Saturday at the 
Southern Illinois Airport. 
The gates open at 10 a.m. 
for fly-ins, David Settergren, 
airshow chairman, said. 
During this time, privately 
owned airplanes will land at 
the airport for the shi)w. 
Other planes will be on 
display at the airport. 
"The airshow IS being held 
to acquaint the general public 
with the aviation community, 
both civilian and military ,n 
Setterpen said 
The show, sponsored by the 
SIU-C Rotor and Wing 
Association of America, will 
"The airshow is being held to acquaint the 
general public with the aviation community, 
both civilian and military . .. 
start with skydiving. 
Parachuters will be circled by 
a plane as they come down, 
Suttergren said. Afterwards, 
planes, some of whicb will be 
radio-controlled, will perform 
aerobatic maneuvers. 
Aircraft from different eras 
will be display throughout the 
day. Civilian aircraft will 
include experimental, an-
tique, warbirds (fighter 
planes) and home-built 
planes. 
The planes will include the 
Pitts S-I, Laser, su:rer 
Decathlon, T-6 Texan an 0 
(T-6)' Military planes will 
-David Settergren 
include the Black Hawk, T-2 
Buckeye and C-13 Hercules. 
Home-built planes will include 
the Long E-Z, Q2, Falkwolf 
replica and Glasair. 
There will be free tran-
sportation from the Student 
Center to the airshow. A bus 
will leave for the airshow 
every hour, starting at 10 
a.m., and return every half 
bour. 
Admission is $3 for adults, 
$2 for students and free for 
children under 12. 
In the case of rain, the 
airshow will be held April 10. 
Forum to focus on disabled Conference 
on materials 
to be held 
8y PhyllIa Coon 
Staff Writer 
Protection and Advocacy 
Inc. will bold an open forum 
on the service and advocacy 
needs of disabled people from 
1 to 3:30 p.m. Saturday at 
Prime Time Restaurant and 
Lounge. 
The forum is a series of 10-
minute talks by people with 
interests in the rights of 
disabled people, Linda Austin, 
attorney at the Protection and 
Advocacy Carbondale office, 
said. 
"It's an open board meeting 
that is meant to inform 
everyone of changes needed 
in different areas of 
protection and services," 
Austin said. "It guides the 
board on determining future 
policy and direction of the 
organization." 
Protection and Advocacy 
promotes the legal and 
human rights of people with 
physicaf and mental 
disabilities. 
The Carbondale office 
serves the 34 Southern Illinois 
counties. 
Jeff Plesko, from the 
Guardianship and Advocacy 
Commission, will speak 011 
people who are committed 
involuntarily to mental health 
hospitals or agencies. 
Jodi Jones, from the 
Southern Illinois Center for 
Independent Living, will 
speak on telecommunications 
needs of the hearing-
impaired. 
A University student, Earl 
Czajkowski, will speak on the 
needs of disabled students. 
The rights of the disabled in 
prisons will be discussed by 
Mary Barnhill. Barnhill has a 
personal interest i~ the 
subject, but Austin saId sbe 
didn't know why. 
Other speakers at the forum 
will represent Developmental 
Disabilities Services and 
RebabilitatiOll of St. Clair 
County and Vocational 
Education from the Anna 
shelter-workshop for disabled 
people. 
Brief case histories of other 
disability issues will be 
=:n.!ed ~y a:S~ ~ 
Carbondale offcie. 
"We (Protection and Ad-
vocacy Inc.) investigate 
complaints and give legal 
assistance for ~Ie who 
meet 9ua1ificatioos,' Austin 
~~"t' B~~:e~~a~d ~t~ 
minimum qualifications." 
People who meet minimum 
requirements for the office's 
services must have a 
developmental disability that 
struck them before age 22. 
The disabilites must have a 
severe or chronic effect on 
the person's everyday life, 
Austin said. 
The person also must meet 
three limitations of mobility 
in areas including language, 
self-care, learning, and self-
suffICiency, she said. 
The offace can only help 
people, who meet the 
qualifications, if their 
problems are connected with 
their disability, Austin said. 
"We have handled cases 
involving discrimination, 
abuse and nt:glect ana 
violations of civil rights, " 
Austin said. 
The office also helps 
patients in mental hospitals, 
she said. But it can only help 
patients while they are a 
resident of a care facility or 
up to 90 days after they leave 
the facility. 
"We've helped people who 
were beaten or attacked by 
staff members or have been 
denied rights that everyone 
else in the facility has," 
Austin said. 
SIU-C Materials 
Technology Center and 
the Division of Con-
tinuing Education will 
sponsor the Fifth Annual 
Materials Technology 
f:~e~~:J~ ~~::; 
Auditorium. 
Tbe Conference will 
promote a closer liaison 
between research, 
education .and industry 
interested in car-
bonaceous materials. 
A registration fee of 
$100 will be required. 
For conference in-
formation, call Margaret 
Genisio at 536-7525 and 
for registration in-
formation, call Barbara 
Emil at 536-7751. 
Workshops, talks 
held on human 
resource issues 
The College of Human 
Resouces is sponsoring a 
conference for human service 
practitioners and consumers 
on major social issues of the 
times. 
The conference, "Shifting 
Federal Responsibility; Im-
plications for Human Ser-
vices," will be held April 11 
through 13 in the Student 
Center. 
The conference is open to 
the public and admission is 
free. 
For details on the con-
ference, call the College of 
Human Resources at 453·2251. 
For registration information, 
call Andrew H. Marcpc at 536-
7751. 
Events planned for the 
week include a Carbondale 
Rotary Club luncheon and a 
weekend at Touch of Nature 
that includes a jinner and 
mixer for Fulbright scholars 
visiting the University from 
abroaa and University faculty 
and staff who have par-
ticipated in the Fulbright 
program. Visits to ar-
chaeological and historical 
sites, natural areas, mines 
and museums also are 
planned. 
The celebration is being 
funded by a cooperative grant 
from the Bureau of 
Educational and Cultural 
Affairs of the United States 
Information Agency and the 
National Association for 
Foreign Student Affairs. 
-Highlighting-Jazzlng-Cellophane-Glazing -lominizing 
NEED BODY? ••• PERM IT!! 
At the Hair Performers- we're known as the Perm 
Performers and we believe the basis of any great 
hairstyle Is a custom perm. Thars why "We don't promise 
a great perm_ •• _ guarantee It!" 
• iE) i' -Ij Ii.] bUM " 
Unlv.rllty Mall 
5Z'·4656 
,.,..,,....,,...Ionol~ptod~cwallab,.~ 
OFFER 
DESIGN SHAPING 
-
-eo-._ 
-0..-. 
$18.50V8Iue 
now 
:?c..SS.25 
---DE 
OFFER 
CUSTOM DESIGNER PERM 
=-=_ $60. Value 
:=..v now 
-0ee6g,..,J».nn S30 • "'-_CuI 
-St,Ung 
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~-SIiQIII"Hlgf>o< DE 
Friday Hight 
Dance Partyll 
9toClose 
featuring 
Tom Stone and the 
Traveling Music Machine 
Blue Hawaiians $1.00 
Drafts 
No Cover 
Happy Hour ~"f 
4·8 p.m. ~ ~ 
Free Food Baffet 5·7:3 
Drafts 
Speedrails 
40¢ 
70¢ 
$1.00 
$1.00 
Daily Egyptian. April 8. 1988, Page 9 
11 Engagement ~ a Specialists 
MEN fJ::::,on ' ~ J..E.WE.t'C}J_ 
Herrin Carbondale 
Z • - ~ 107 N. Park 4'lO S. IL Ave. 
IlTl:ml~ 
THAT SELL YOU! 
RESUME SPECIAL: 
1 Page Laserset & 50 Copies - $19.88 
1 Page Laserset-$14.95 
KOPIES & MORE 
607 S. Illinois Ave. - (618) 529-5679 
Richard Bums, junior in therapeutic ,'hursday afternoon on the bould.... In QUARTER POUND recreation, practices rock climbing ',ont 01 Morris Library. 
• BURGER 
Panel rejects interest rate limit • FRIES $ 
SPRINGFIELD (UP!) -
An Illinois Senate panel 
recommended Thursday that 
proposals to limit the 
maximum interest rates for 
consumer credit cards be 
rejected. 
The Senate Subcommittee 
on Credit Card Interest Rates 
r::r~:!s~on~~t:: U:~~IP~ 
detrimental to consumers, 
banks and the credit industry. 
"This issue dem£jnded a 
serious and thougbtiul ap-
proach before any legil>lation 
was acted on," said Sen. Greg 
Zito, D-Melrose Park, 
chairman of the sub-
committee and of the Senate 
Finance Committee. "What 
appeared to be a good idea 
when we began our research 
nearly a year ago has turned 
out to prove del:rimental to 
consumers and to the credit 
C~~IC~~' 
VIDEO DflHCE cwa 
Join Us For Our 
I wee~~~e ~J 
'1;-', Party Come enjoy the ...... , .. best music & dance l~ 1 v~~i~lft 
51. Bowl 529-3755 
Page'lO. D'ail}"£gjptilln, Aprifs',l988 
indUStry." 
The panel based its con-
clusions on testimony from 
representatives of banking, 
retail and consumer groups at 
public hearings in Chicago, 
Carbondale, Belleville and 
Moline. 
The subcommittee said 
competition in the market-
place and informed consumer 
selection of credit cards was 
the best way to control rates. 
• SOFT DRINK 
All For Only •• PlUS 
TAX 
Quality Food of a Great Low Price! 
709 S. ILLINOIS 
15.9.7 .. 2 
~ -1)) 'r(),"N' I .. I()IIf)IIS7~ ~_ tl.a OUR SP~~!~s~~heRw~~e~~l WEEK A; - -~_~~.l. 
llh' Sl'llr /.~ .~ . y,,~ 
... , MOLSON Vodka L. 5.99. - -1·:. 
6pkcan 2.26 (GOlden,Beer"3 99 Mk...... ~t:i;-,C-.~i 
Ale)6pkbtl.. . $3.99~~~~o i 
~• BA"TLES ~ jAYMES ~ ::-.q OLYMPIA y~ '4.71 ~~tavors $2. 99 ~- -_ ~., 6pkcan '1.55 &U. utter Home -'''·.-.1 1Spk can -White Ztn $ 3 99 750ml •. 
Fox is the only thing that shines 
in otherwise pitiful 'Bright Lights' 
By Richard Nunez 
Entertainment Editor 
Michael J. Fox is the only 
reason to see "Bright Lights, 
Big City." 
Fox makes a startling debut 
as a serious, dramatic actor, 
but that talent is wasted in a 
movie that plummets 
pathetically toward a pitiful 
ending. 
Adapted from Jay 
McInerney's successful novel 
of the same name, "Brights 
Lights, Big City" suffers from 
a plot that does not lend itself 
well to the movie screen. 
Fox's Jamie is a frustrated 
young writer who, after having 
been left by his ",ife Amanda 
(PheobeCates), turns to drugs 
and the seemy night life of 
New York City. 
Goaded on by his wife's 
desertion, his mother's painful 
death of cancer a year earlier, 
a boring job as a fact checker 
for a prestigious New York 
magazine and the urgings of 
his best friend, a shallow 
playboy played by Kiefer 
Film Review 
Sutherland, Jamie willingly 
tumbles headlong toward rock 
bottom. 
Fox does a fine job of 
keeping viewers interested in 
an otherwise pitiless young 
man. Fox depicts Jamie's 
despair with such silent in-
tensity that he seems ready to 
break down and collapst: in 
almost every scene. 
Still traumatized by his 
mother's death, Jamie iden-
tifies with the story of a "coma 
baby" in the New York Post, 
the city's sensationalist 
tabloid. The baby's mother is 
expected to die and so is the 
baby she is carrying. 
In one scene, Jamie dreams 
about the mother and child in 
the hospital. The mother is 
dead and when he pulls away 
her bed sheets, he is able to see 
into the mother's womb and 
talk to the baby. Jamie urges 
the baby to come out, but the 
baby, speaking in Jamie's 
voice, says be is too com-
"fortable and wants to remain 
wbere be is. 
This scene is meant to 
parallel another of Jamie's 
dreams, in which he is at his 
mother's bedside as she is 
dying. His mother, played by 
Dianne Wiest, tells Jami~ of 
the difficulty she had of giving 
birth to him. 
Though intense and highly 
fascinating, "Bright Lights, 
Big City" offers no resolution 
to its plot. Jamie's only 
revelation comes from a 
cocaine-induced nose bleed. 
He celebrates the insight by 
buying a fresh-baked loaf of 
bread and eating it at the edge 
of the Hudson River. 
The movie does not fail in all 
aspects, but the viewer is left 
wondering whether Jamie has 
realized what be must do or is 
merely kidding himself that be 
is able to change. He gives no 
basis for the viewer to believe 
in either possibility. 
Corea, Hancock to tour for homeless 
By United Press International 
Jazz greats Chick Corea and 
Herbie Hancock take their 
fusion bands on the road 
beginning June 1 for a 23-city 
combined concert tour to raise 
money for America's 
homeless, the musicians said 
Thursday. 
It is the first time the two 
piano-syntbesizer aces have 
toured together since 1978, 
when they made a tour 
featuring duets 00 acoustical 
piano. 
This time out, Hancock will 
perform with his Headhunters 
band and saxopbooist Michael 
Brecker as special guest ar-
tist. Corea will perform with 
his four-man Elelrtric Baud. 
The tour will open June 1 in 
Seattle and wind up July 1 in 
Tampa,Fla. 
At a news cooference and 
brief performance Thursday 
at the Henry Street Set-
tlement, a New York City 
shelter organizaCoo, Corea 
and Hancock estimated the 
tour will raise at least $150,000 
for local homeless-aid 
organizatioos. 
"In addition to making 
music for people, we can also 
throw some energy toward 
helping people out," Corea 
said. "And it may set a nice 
precedent. Generally, when 
individuals and large groups 
tate some of the energy they 
have and c:bannel it toward a 
cause, it results in a beneficial 
"In addition to making music for people, we 
can also throw some energy toward helping 
people out. And it may set a nice precedent. 
Generally, when individuals arId large groups 
take some of the energy they have and 
channel it toward a cause, it results in a 
beneficial attitude. " 
attitude." 
Under tour guidelines, local 
facilities and organizations 
seJected by the National 
CoalitiOIl for the Homeless will 
receive $I from each ticket 
sold. In additioo, the coalition 
will staff iDformatiOIl booths at 
each concert. 
The Philip Morris ec.., 
whose Benson &: Hedges 
cigarette subsidiary is 
sponsoring the tour, said it till 
contribute $1110,000 to the 
coalition for its rental 
assistance program. 
"Homelessness in America 
is a natiooai disgrace. Cor-
porate America must play a 
role in ending it We ap-
preciate the Philip Morris 
Cos.' decisioo to join that ef-
fort,.. said Robert M. Hayes, 
counsel to the National 
CoalitiOll for the Homeless. 
Corea said each concert will 
featuring some "jamming" by 
the two leaders, probably 
during the encore phase. 
The Headhunters iDclude 
drummer Charlie Draytoo and 
two Miles Davis band 
veterans, bassist Darryl Jones 
and percussionist Steve 
Thornton. 
The tour itinerary is June I, 
Seattle; June 2, Portland, 
Ore.; June 4, San Diego; June 
5, Santa Barbara, Calif.; June 
6, Phoenix; June 8, Los 
Angeles; June 10, Orange 
County, Calif:; June 11, 
Berkeley, Calif; June 13, 
Denver; June 15, Tulsa, Okla; 
June 16, Memphis; June 17, 
Chicago; June 18, Detroit; 
June 19, Columbus, Ohio; June 
31, Cleveland; June 21, In-
dianapolis; June 22, Dayton, 
Obio; JuneZ4, New York; June 
Z5, Mansfield, Mass.; June 'ZI, 
Devon, Pa.; June 28, 
Columbia, Md.; June 30, 
Atlanta; July I, Tampa, Fla. 
Rt.13East 529-5051 
The most finely prepared 
food in Southern Olinois 
The Sunday Buffet 
at 
'Pt1nw 71nre 
You have to taste it 
To believe it! 
Adults 57.95 
Kids 8-14 53.95 
Kids under 8 eat free 
10% Senior Discount 
Pick up & Free Delivery 
549-7811 
Hours: 
Sun-Tues. 
lOam-Jam 
Wed.-Thurs. 
10am-4am 
Fri.-Sat. 
lOam-Sam 
412 E. Walnut 
Carbondale 
549-7212 
We accept 
phone orders 
for pickup 
Daily Specials 
n 
~~ 
TACO 
'BELL 
Molnday 
Tuesday 
WeGIe!day 
Thursday 
Friday 
Silturday 
Sunday 
Burrito Supreme & Med. Drink 
Two Taco Supremes & Med. Drink 
Taco Salad & Med Drink 
Nacho Bell Grande & Med. Drink 
Taco Salad & Med. Drink 
Combo Platter & Med. Drink 
Tacos 
lOpm to close 
$1.99 
$2.19 
$3.29 
$2.39 
$3.29 
$2.99 
49( 
Regular Tacos & Bean Burritos 594: 
.-----------------------------, I Buy a Double Beef Burrito I 
I & Get a Taco FREE : 
I 4-22-88 
l1app~ ... 
KGMO 
100.7 
AFTERNOON 
DJSHOW 
Prizes, Giveaways 
2 for 1 Speedrails 
50t Busch, Bud, Bud Lt drafts 
$2.75600%. Pitchers 
SI'JlON, from Page 1-------
finished second in the Dlinois 
primary March 15. 
Frank Watkins, Jackson's 
national campaign director, 
said Simon's bolding of his 
delegates was "obviously a 
s~JS"U::S:~ ~~ce and 
lost," Watkins said. "Jackson 
and Dukakis - one \)f tJleI'l is 
going to be the nominee. What 
is his point, other than to stop 
Jackson?" 
Simon said that be's un-
certain if suspending. his 
campaign instead of ending it 
will be perceived by Jackson 
as "a stop Jackson-effort." 
In New York, Jackson 
himself said Simon r.bould 
have followed the lead of 
Missouri Rep. Richard 
Gepbardt, who withdrew from 
the race March 28 and 
released his delegates. 
w~~t~~:~:rih:i:: 
honorably and leav~ behind 
no technicalities," Jackson 
said. 
Bernice Covilli, a Simon 
delegate from West Frank-
fort, said Simon made the 
right choice to keep his 
delegates. 
"He always said be would 
go all the way to Atlanta and 
that's what be's going to do," 
Covilli said. "I'm not leaning 
toward anybody but Paul 
Simon until 1 get to Atlanta." 
Simon, a first-term senator 
from Makanda was greeted 
by two minutes of applause, 
whisUes and wboops from 
supporters wheJl be arrived at 
a Senate bearing room for his 
DeW'..1 conference. 
"I want to have an impact 
on who the party nominates," 
Simon said. "I'm just leaving 
all my options open." 
Simon, who said be will 
meet with his delegates after 
the last primad&s June 7, won 
only the Illinois primary. He 
finished s'!:'Olld in the Feb. 8 
Iowa caucuses and skipped 
the 16 Super Tuesday contests 
March 8 because of lack of 
money He bad boped 
Tuesday's Wisconsin primary 
would make him ~ serious 
contender, but be finished last 
with only 5 percent of the 
vote. 
"I think we'll see Dukaltis 
move into the front. Jackson 
saw bis bayday witb 
Michigan," Brown said. 
"I'm not negative toward 
tbe Jackson campaign 
because 1 agree rul awful lot 
in some of his issues," Brown 
added. "But his lack of ex-
~ence and lack of sound 
Judgement on a host of pelley 
matters makes me question 
his electability." 
Jackson is facing press 
scrutiny for the first time in 
the race, Brown said, and 
people are going to. have a 
bard time choosing rum when 
they know a little more about 
him. 
COURT, from Page 1-------
during congressional hearings 
- protected by limited grants 
of immunity from prosecution 
- contributed to the criminal 
charges brought by in-
dependent prosecutor 
Lawrence Walsh. 
"Defendants John M. 
Poindexter, Oliver L. North 
and Albert Hakim move that 
the court enter an order 
dismissing the indictment on 
the grQund that defendants 
were compelled under grants 
of statutory immunity to 
provide testimony and other 
information over an assert!.on 
of their Fifth Amendment 
rights. " the court document 
said, "and that such 
testimony and otber in-
formation has been and will 
be used against them in many 
ways in this prosecution." 
The fourth defendant 
named in the indictment, 
retired Air Force Maj. Gen. 
Richard Secord, lodged his 
:own challenge in a separate 
filing, asking that it be 
thrown out because Walsh 
"deliberately refused to in-
form the grand jury about 
immunized testimony of Lt. 
Col. North and Admiral 
Poindexter that directly 
exculpates General Secord." 
Secord, who testified before 
Congress without immunity, 
previously had asked a 
~=~alto t~~ Jsn1n:J'=~ 
on those same grounds .. He 
was turned down. 
The challenge has been long 
expected by Walsh, wbo took 
stringent procautions to in-
sulate his staff from the 
testimony and who placed 
packages of information 
unrier court seal for months to 
help prove be derived his 
information independent of 
any such testimony. 
The three men charged, 
however, that the prohibited 
information had a far reach, 
including to the grand jury, 
potential jurors and wit-
nesses, and even to Walsh's 
staff through witnesses that 
beard it. Laying the blame 
largely with Congress, they 
also charged that it affected 
the prosecutor's actions, 
including his decisions 00 
what to present to the grand 
jury and whether to issue 
subpoenas. 
I---~-----------------------I 'ICHIn~lEOllSE i 
.2.50 EggRole, Main Course, Rice 
.3.95 Lunch Buffet, All you can eat 
'4.95 Dinner Buffet, All you can eat 
Fri, Sat, Sun. 
Across from ~tsby'8 549-5032 
°Yrul 
Weekend Special 
#1 One 16" pizza. 1 item 
2 quart Pepsi '8.50 
not good with any other special 
515 S. Illinois Ave 
Delivery-Pick·Up-Eat In 
529-1344 
.. . .-
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Downtown area topic of retreat 
By Dana DeBeaumont 
Staff Writer 
The City Ccuncil wants 
advice on how city-owned land 
in downtown Carbondale 
should be used - now. 
The Council is s(.onsoring a 
free retreat from 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Saturday at Touch of 
Nature. 
The workshop is intended to 
bring together people from 
throughout the community to 
discuss the future of downtown 
Carbondale and to start 
creating plans for its 
revitalization. 
Councilman Richard Morris 
said the workshop is designed 
to get people - Carbondale 
residents, University students 
and city officials - involved in 
the planning process. 
"In order to get any project 
downtown to go, we need 
community support," Morris 
said. "This is Jllst one way to 
get community involvement." 
People who are interested in 
attending the retreat should 
either contact Don Monty at 
City Hall at 549-5302 or any 
organizations sponsoring the 
event. 
The workshop is sponsored 
by the CarbondalE' Downtown 
Revitalization Committee, the 
Carbondale Chamber of 
Commerce, the University, the 
Undergraduate Student 
Organization, the Central 
Carbondale Historic Area 
Association, the National 
Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People 
and the City of Carbondale. 
A free lunch will be provided 
for thos'! who register. 
Donee to great sounds 
of the original artists 
No Cover 
125 Corona 
125 Tanqueray 
ALZHEIMER'S, from Page 1--
"frustrated" by the negetive 
results, the reserach is what 
matters. 
"I don't think the treat-
ments will help my wife, but 
she's willing to do it if i~ can 
help others," Portz sai~. 
Elizabeth, wI J is tJelieved 
to be in the second stage of 
the disease, is beginning a 
new seven-month treatment. 
Herbert said he doesn't know 
what drug doctors are using 
this time. 
During the past year, the 
Portzes have become 
members of an Alzheimer's 
support group and the 
Southern Illinois Chapter of 
the Alzheimer's Disease and 
Rela ted Disorders 
Association. 
"I'd like to be out doing a 
lot more consulting with 
people on the dis4>..ase, but I 
have to be with my wife," 
Herbert said. "I'm restricted 
to the telephone or written 
corespondence. " 
The support group helps the 
Portzes antiCipate the next 
stages of the disease. "You 
see something odd and realize 
that others are going through 
the same experiences, " 
Herbert said. 
More than 111,000 Illinois 
residents have Alzheimer's 
disease, Charlotte Cook, a 
coordinator at the Egyptian 
Area Agency on Aging Inc., 
said. 
Southern Illinois bas three 
support groups for 
Alzheimer's patients or those 
who care for them, Cook said. 
The primary purpose of the 
groups is to be an information 
source about the disease. 
The federal government 
spends $40 billion annually on 
research on the disease and 
how it effects victims, Cook 
said. 
"Under national 
organizations we can get 
more support groups and 
money for research," Cook 
said. 
The severity of the disease 
differs with each patient, 
Cook said. The disease can 
last from 15 to 20 years. 
Eventually most patients 
must be cared for in nursing 
homes, Cook said. 
Professional care becomes 
necessary when a victim's 
behavior becomes violent or a 
layperson cannot handle the 
physical deterioration of the 
person, Cook said. 
Herbert Portz hopes to keep 
caring for his wife at home. 
He is looking for a couple 
willing to assist in his wife's 
care and maintenance of the 
14 acres of property where 
they live. 
"My wife gets fairly 
stubborn and I have to be a 
little more insistent," Herbert 
said. 
He said he now cooks most 
of the meals and bas to help 
Elizabeth get dressed. But 
there are some urges that she 
bas to d~ with, he added. 
"She wants to drive and she 
says she's going to, but she 
thinks about it anJ turns 
around and says she's not 
going to," he said. 
Traveling is something the 
Portzes enjoyed. 
"We consider ourselves 
world travelers," Herbert 
said. "Been all over -
Pakistan, Rome, China." 
Tbey still are planning trips 
but not as extensive, be said. 
They want to visit their 
children, whom Herbert said 
are "spread out all over the 
~--'CHARLES .D. TENNEY.--...... 
DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES 
JANE 
BRYANT 
QUINN 
Consumer Economist 
Friday. April 8, 8:00 p.m. 
Shryock Auditorium 
Reception following in the Gallery UJunge 
Electionomics 
Open w tIrR publit-
place in Wisconsin, Arizona 
and Boston." 111 Washington 529-3808 
"Our friends and neighbors 
are catching up with us. 
They've gone to Austrailia 
and other plaCE'S. It makes us 
a little envious." 
L ____________________ ~~ 
ONCE YOU HAVE 
ONE OF THESE 
,~ 
IT'S AMAZING WHAT 
DOORS WILL OPEN. 
GET $400 FROM FORD AND 
PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FROM FORD CREDIT. 
If you've graduated, or will gradu· 
ale. with a Ba:heIor"s or advanced 
degree between October 1. 1987 ar'.J 
January 31. 1989. take advantage of 
the open door policy at Vogler 
Ford . You may qualify for $400 
from Ford and pre-approved aedit 
from Ford Molar Credit Company. To 
qualify for pre-appIUIIed credit. you 
need: (1) verifiable employn\t!l.t 
beginning within 120 days after your 
vehicle purchase; (2) a salary suffICi-
ent to oover ~ living expenses 
plus a car payment; and (3) if you 
1-#"·"· 't'j:tlliljil '·'k'··llk' 
have a credit record. it must indicate 
payment made as agreed. 
The $400 from Ford is yours 
whether yoc finance or not. Keep it or 
apply it to the purchase or lease of an 
eligible Ford or Mercury vehicle. 
For all the details. conlact us or call 
Program Headquarters. loll free. at 
1-800-321-1536. But hurry. ThIs 
limited bme offer is only avaIlable 
between March 1 and December 31. 
1988. Take advantage of the 
Ford. Mercury College Graduate 
Purchase Program now. 
Route 13 East, Carbondale opp. University Mall 457-8135 
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ACROSS 
1 Cupid 
5 Part of TSE 
10 Criticizes 
14 Bellesteros of 
goll 
15 Pert 01 TN~ 
16 WoodwlOO 
17 Sherp 
18 Peta' product 
19 Combrud 
20 Go out on a 
11mb 
23 Golden -
Bridge 
24 Disilkes 
25 Heethen 
28 Croc'. cousin 
31 Saharan 
32 Grief 
Today's 
Puzzle 
Puzzle ans wers 
are on Page 24. 
34 Victory sign 
37 Teke e breek 
40 - Aviv 
4 Tumcoat 33 Paducah's 
river 5 Put into law 
6 Willowy 34 Miles or 
.1 G,.,w 
42 Noteble 
7 "Teli - the 
Marines!" 
Ralston 
35 Mild oath 
36 Being periods 
43 Praise 
44 Dodge 
8 Algerian port 
9 Ripped or 38 Rely on 
39 Clout zipped 
45 Author Joyce 
Cerol -
10 Cottonwood 
11 Neerly 
43 - over 
(fainted) 
44 F"'unded: 
. "br. 
48 Church pert 
50 exeggerate 
57 Helix 
12 Time being 
13 Looks for 
21 Sunbal:--~" .r .... ctor 
aim Homolka 58 Buenos -
59 Tennis g,.,et 
60 Befo,.,: praf 
61 - hevoc 
62 Equipment 
63 Plant stem 
64 Run-down 
22 - up 
(appears) 
25 Gone by 
26 Comedian 
46 Make up (lor) 
47 Old hat 
48 Leading 
49 Annoying 
Johnson 51 Crow talk 
65 Actress Best 
DOWN 
~7 Sweetheart 
28 Part 01 GNP 
29 Br. composer 
30 - the mark 
52 Take on 
53 Catalpa or 
baobab 
54 Secondhand 
55 Comp ... red to 
56 Zeu~ 
1 Questions 
2 Track event 
3 Done 
(behaved) 
32 Whole 
bunch cantoort 
Briefs 
RED CROSS Blood Drive 
will be held from 10:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. today in the Student 
Center International Lounge. 
SOCIETY OF Women 
Engineers will have a hot dog 
Jind bake sale from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. today in front of the Tech 
A study lounge. 
DEPARTMENT OF 
Chemistry and Biochemistry 
will sponsor "New Chemistry 
of the Pentaammineosmium 
Moiety: An Interface between 
Organometallic and 
Traditional Coordination 
Chemistry" by Dr. Henry 
Taube, professor of chemistry, 
Stanford University, at 4 p.m. 
today in Neckers 240. 
NON· TRADITIONAL Stud· 
ent Services Terra Firma 
Socializer will meet at 5 p.m. 
today at the Pinch Penny Pub, 
700 E. Grand. 
AFRICAN STUDENT 
Association will meet at 6 
tonight in the Student Center 
Mississippi Room. 
CYPRIOT STUDENT 
Association will meet at 6 
tonight in the Student Center 
Ohio Room. 
BLACK FIRE Dancers will 
sponsor "Pump Up The 
Volume" skatil.g party from 
midnight to 3 a.m. tonight at 
the Great Skate Train, Route 
13 east of Carbondale and an 
annual Spring Dance from 8 to 
10 p.m. Saturday in the 
Student Center Ballroom D. 
WOMEN'S SERVICES will 
sponsor "Women and 
Graduate School" workshop at 
noon Saturday in Quigley 108A. 
To register, call 453-3655. 
SIU-C FULL Tilt will 
sponsor "Dennis J. Drazba 
Ultimate Frbibee Memorial 
Tournament" from 10 a.m. to6 
p.m. Saturday and Sunday in 
the playing fields east and 
south of Abe Martin Baseball 
Field. 
SIU STRATEGIC Games 
Society will have a Spring 
Semester picnic from noon to 6 
p.m. Saturday at Giant City 
State Park, Pavillion 3. 
ORIENTEERING CLUB 
will sponsor an orienteering 
meet at noon Sunday at Touch 
of Nature, Camp 1 
NEWMAN CENTER will SIU·C WOMEN'S Club 
sponsor a "Friday After Spring Coffee will be from 2 to 
Easter" party at 7:30 tonight, 4 p.m. Sunday at 1400 N. New 
7158. Washington. Era Rd. 
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Newspaper 
to produce 
TV program 
BOSTON (UPI) - Thp. 
Christian Science Monitor will 
l:.unch a nightly half-hour 
I ~levision show beginning in 
.jeptember anchored by 
veteran TV newsman John 
Hart, the newspaper an· 
nounced Thursday. 
"Monitor NewsWorld." will 
be based at Monitor TV studios 
in Boston and will feature live 
nightly satellite reports by 
Monitor correspondents in 
London, Tokyo anrl 
Washington. 
Former State Depanment 
spokesman Hooding Carter 
will serve as special 
Washington correspondent. 
The Monitor said it expects 
to soon announce a distribution 
agreement. The show will be 
delivered through a major 
cable program service or 
through individual TV 
stations, officials said. 
"Americans are more aware 
today than ever before of the 
impact of world events on their 
lives," said Monitor publisber 
John H. Hoagland Jr. 
Resume 
$14.95 
Complete* 
• Excellent Quality 
• Fast, Personal 
Service 
• I Page, LasCI' Printed 
• Other Services Available 
Shawnee Computer Services 
628 East WalDut Street 
Eastgate Shopping Center 
Carboadale, IL 
I 618/549-6720 
~·'<i~ss W01(~~ 
~ Fresh * NutritIOUS * Delicious cfj tg-
LUNCH SPECIAL 
Moo Goo Gai Pan $2.95 
Soup * Eggroll * Fried Rice * fortune Cookie 
"The price you swallow depends on your bottle" 
1 mi s. Of SIU Arena on S. 51 549-7231 
. / OGDEN ALLIED • 
~ /' w PRt.)i17\ 
Get Rolling . • • 
And Save! 
8 
Cigarette Papers 
Easy roDing, thin 
and slow buming 
for full-/lllvored 
tobaeco taste. 
r--------------------------
1---1--.. -135. 
Beat high 
cigarette 
prices • •• 
RoQyour 
own! 
SAVE 35$ 
8 C111Q o· CIGARETTE ;~'I ~ -.... :I ~ .;" 7'063 ],00766 L _________________________ _ 
Student's hobby 
gets a few laughs 
By Phyllis Coon 
Staff Writer 
A University student's 
hobby in parody is recei\1ng 
more than a passing laugh. 
Pat Degnan's humorous 
songs have caught the at-
tention of a Chicago radio 
station, and recently, a 
Carbondale radio station. 
Degnan's latest song has 
been played on WCIL-FM. 
The song, "It's Still A Pain To 
Me," states his view of the 
campus parking situation and 
is set to the tune of Billy 
Joel's "It's Still Rock 'n' Roll 
toMe." 
The song is about the hard 
time many students have 
finding on-campus parking 
s~FM-ote the soog in five 
minutes," Degnan said. "We 
recorded it at Cn., but the 
director said the singing was 
too close to the original so we 
did it again. That's why I 
scream in parts. " 
"It's mostly all in humor, 
but I hope the song will make 
the University give the 
situation more thought," 
Degnan, a senior in business 
management, said. "I hope 
some kind of change will 
come about." 
Degnan met WCn. disc 
jockey Steve "Stevie J." 
Farkas through a mutual 
friend, Farkas said. Two 
weeks ago Degnan mentioned 
his soog ideas to Farkas, who 
arranged for Degnan to 
record a song in the station's 
recording studio. 
"Because or production the 
song didn't turn out that great 
the fIrSt time we recorded it," 
Farkas said. Farkas and 
Degnan made changes in the 
soog and Farkas p-Iayed the 
soog for the StatiOD s program 
director, Tony Waitekus. 
"Tooy is open to any idea 
as long as he hears it fIrSt," 
Farkas said. "He thought the 
soog was creative aOO funny 
and he said we could play it 
once .. " 
Most stations will play soog 
parodies at least once for fun, 
Farkas said. 
But the fact that Degnan's 
song focused 00 a campus 
SituatiOD that everyone can 
relate to, not just students, 
helped it get OIl the air, 
Farkas said. 
"The soog was sometl!ing 
funny - comic relief," be 
said. "The <University) ad-
ministration might have even 
gotten a kick out of it." 
"I'm always hearing 
feedback, and the res~ 
was totally positive,' he 
added. 
Only about 15 to 20 percent 
0: the station's listeners are 
studfnts, Farkas said. 
He said he was surprised by 
the positive response from 
students listening at South 
East Missouri State 
University in cape Girardeau, 
Mo., who identify with the 
song because of their own 
parking problems. 
Degnan said he plans to 
record more songs at the 
station. He is working on a 
song about AIDS to the tune 
of "Yesterday" by the 
BeaUes. 
"The· song is going to be 
funny, but I want it to be 
informative too," he said. 
Degnan said he has been 
writing parodies for about a 
year. One of his songs dealt 
with the Gary Hart-Donna 
Rice incident. The soog was 
to the music of "What I Like 
About You" by the Roman-
tics. 
"It's spontaneous," Degnan 
said. "If I try to sit down and 
write a soog, they don't turn 
oot very good." 
Degnan has written and 
recorded five songs. The 
Chicago station WLUP FM 98 
has played some of them. 
Degnan doesn't know how 
much airplay his songs get in 
Chicago. But he said: 
"Friends say they hear the 
songs. They more or less hear 
my name or a few have said 
they recognize my voice." 
The Chicago station is 
where Degnan listened to the 
shock radio artist Dr. 
Demento and disc jockey 
John "Johnny B." Brand-
mei~1 .both of whom inspired 
hisDODDY· 
In Chicago, Degnan records 
his songs at Bayou Studio. 
The studio charges about 
$10.95 per cassette, he said. 
There IS no copyright to the 
music he uses. "Companies 
just put it out," Degnan said. 
"I hope my hobby continues 
to grow," Degnan said. "But 
it is just a hobby." 
Friends have asked him to 
entertain them with his bobby 
at parties and also to record 
messages for their answering 
machines. 
"I come up with a lot of 
litHe phrases at home that I 
use," he said. 
Degnan said his hobby is 
more than relaxing. "It 
stretches my imagination. 
Just to see what I can do," he 
said. 
Club sails 
with free 
boat rides 
By Antoinette Hayes 
Staff Writer 
After years of struggling, the 
Southern Dlinois Collegiate 
Sailing Club will get its feet 
wet onc~ again when it 
sponsor .. Free Sail Day at Crab 
~J:e~~~ free 
sailboat rides to the public 
from noon until sunset, John 
Powell, club secretary, said. 
He said the club has 16 boats 
available for the free rides. 
Mares WiJien, club com-
modore, saicf the club ex-
perienced rough waters wben 
the government discontinued 
management of the land the 
boats occupy in spring 1985. 
Under th~ government's 
supervision, the club leased 
the land for $1 each year, 
The club will offer free 
sailboat rides to the 
public from noon until 
sunset Saturday. 
Wilgen said. Under current 
mangement, the club has to 
pay $225 per boat per year. 
Wilgen said that although 
the club is still having finan-
cial problems, it is working on 
several ways to raise money. 
Dan Morris, social chairman 
of the club, said the club is 
hoping to improve its equip-
ment and competitive team. 
He said the club has recruited 
talented freshmen and 
newcomers. 
The sailing club also is in the 
process of recruiting new 
members, Powell said. The 
membership fee is $20 per 
semester for students and $30 
for non-students. The fee in-
cludes lessons for inex-
perienced members. Boats are 
available to members with a 
license during daylight hours. 
LADIES 
Take AIM against CRIME 
Personal Size 
TearGas $895 
Non-lethal W/KeyChain 
Complete Range of SeH-Defense Equipment 
549-4067 Federally licensed 
THIS WEEKEND AT THE 
n"WESLEY FOUNDATION ~ United Methodist Campus Ministry 
~ 816 S. Illinois Ave. 457-8165 
~ (Across from McDonald's) 
Sun.·10 Chatterbox Cafe 10:30 a.m. 
Worship at 11 a.m. 
Sun. Nite Live 6 p.m. Dinner $1.00 
Wed. ApriI131h-Eureb Series Noon to 1 r.m. 
Lunch $1.00 catered by Booby's 
Thursday April 14th- Free classical Guitar 
Recital by David Stoecker 7:30 p.m. 
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Hijackers 
win fight 
for fuel 
MANAMA, Bahrain (UP!) -
Hijackers holding about 50 
hostages aboard a Kuwait 
Airways jet threatened to take 
off from an airport in nor-
theastern Iran at midnight 
Thursday hours after Iranian 
officials declared the situation 
"out of cO!'!:I"ol" and gave in to 
demands to refuel the plane. 
"Prepare the rrerequisites 
of our flight unti 24:00 hours 
(4:30 p.m. EST) so that we 
could leave Mashad Airport." 
Iran's official Islamic 
Republic News Agency quoted 
a message by hijackers to 
Iranian officials. 
The deadline passed with no 
word from IR~A on whether 
the jet had taken off. The 
hijackers told the control 
tower by radio they were 
"determined to leave the 
airport for an undetermined 
destination" IRNA reported. 
Hours earlier, the Arabic-
speaking hijackers freed 32 
hostages and fired five war-
ning shots at security forces. 
Three members of the Kuwaiti 
royal family are believed to 
remain among the hostages. 
IRNA reported. 
There were no immediate 
reports of casualties in the 
shootings by the hijackers, 
who insisted the plane they 
seized Tuesday take off as soon 
as possible, iRNA said. The 
news agency said the airport 
taxiway had been closed after 
the shootings "to prevent the 
plane from flying. " 
-------
"DiSCiplinary and relief 
forces are on full alert 
while the situation is 
presentfy out of 
control. " 
-IRNA representative 
"Disciplinary and relief 
forces are on full alert while 
the situation is presently out of 
control and anything may 
happen at any moment," 
IRNAsaid. 
The hijackers "fired three 
warning shots at security 
forces" encircling the plane 3i 
7:25 a.m. EDT and fired two 
more shots five minutes later, 
the news agency said. 
"Iranian officials stationed 
at the airport here have finally 
agreed to refuel the hijacked 
Kuwaiti airliner after the 
hijackers' insistence and 
following their shootings at the 
security guards," IRNA said. 
The agency, which said Iran 
had rejected two previous 
refueling demands, said the 
hijackers were "adding to 
their threats" but did not 
elaborate. 
Hijackers brandishing 
pistols and hand grenades 
seized Flight KU422 early 
Tuesday on a flight from 
Bangkok, Thailand, to Kuwait. 
They threatened to blow up the 
Boeing 747 unless Kuwait freed 
17 Shiite Moslems jailed for the 
1983 bombings of U.S. afld 
French embassies and other 
targets. 
The Kuwaiti Council of 
Ministers at an emergency 
meeting Tuesday evening 
rejected the hijackers' 
demands as "blackmail." 
Fifty-five people remained 
aboard, with between five and 
10 believed to be hijackers, 
IRNA said. IRNA said Iran 
would send the 57 people 
released to Kuwait by a 
priv~te plane Thursday 
evemng. 
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Drafts 400 
Pitchers $2.21 
Pitchers of 
Rails -a.llo 
The Place u'tIl 
aU tile Action 
new member days 
.4~ Sat. April 2 & Sat. April 9 
~~ ~~ Crab=:~6~: 
.::~ at the end of Old 13 
FREE SAIL DAY! 
J Sailing lessons & 
.. ~ ,~rides available 
.. & .~ ~~-. JSolJlhem .. ahnol~ __ Colle!jidte 
Sailing Club 
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Homes Vou,.",,",. 8uyets Guld •. r .. 80S~6I7-
Mobile Homes 6000 ext. S·95O I. 
Miscellaneous 5-4.f8 .•............ 2388Aai411 
Electronics :eN!= =":Xs~~~/.'~":; 
Pat. and Supplies condlllon, 451·43981 I I 
Bicycles 4-I-8B .............. 3015Aa/30 
Camaras ~i"::~ ~:; u~ ~O:.~: 
Sporting Good. S/55O. 75 Dodge Van 360 V-lI. Runs 
Recreational V.hlcles good, rer/able. $900. I'n- 684-
Furniture 
Mu.ical 
Iaaks 
Apartments 
Houses 
MobileHomas 
Rooms 
Roommates 
Duple"es 
Wanted 10 Rent 
au.in .... Property 
Mobile Home Lots 
HalpWont.a 
Employment Wonted 
Services Offered 
Wanted 
lost 
Found 
Entertainment 
I :J.~ sALE;' 'i2' Siiw~~:: Wagon. Good condo S/700 abo. Come by Town ond Countly MHI' 110.1 •. ~88MUriAiiG iASi8A~~";.::' 
::'/~~~~9-~'-' 
4-IS-Ill. . .• • . . . . •. .. 3018Ao/35 
I9n fOIID LTD 2 ~S. .xc. 
condition. S19IIcoll s.;·~/82askf..,. 
Daniel. 
4-1I.f8. . . . .. . ...... 3/85Ao/31 
'82 ESCORT WAGON GOOD runn'''II 
condllion. S/600 549·2342 0< 985· 
4615. 
4-/8.f8 . ...........•. 3/lOAo/36 
NEED A CAlli" W. finance no In-
teresr. '10 quolflyJng for aed.t. W. wl" pay cosh lor your car. C and J 
Sales. 985-6034. 
4-/4-80 . ............. 313/Aa/34 
191'1 HONDA CIVIC 2 dr • _pd. goad 
condition. Musl .. ,I. 1615 olio. Call 
Announcements 457-2625. 
Auctions and Sales 4-13.f8 . ............. 3196Ao133 
Yard Sal. Promotion '82 MAZDA 626 LUX CPE. S spd. 0-<=. 
Antiques :;:0',=. pbi!c!;,fe:' ~i~~:: 
au.i ..... Opportunities moving must sell S36OO. 529·2392. 
Free 4-11.f8 ..... . ....... 3Il9iAa/30 
Riden Needed !~!':!'~ss:.!t:~~R~!::,j,;;pdM~~i 
Rides Needed •• 11. $2650 o~. 451·2625. 
Real Estate 4.13.f8 . ............. 3/97Aa/33 
All cl ... ;I*! _";"9 "uot to. ~~!/::'?_!~~~~N~,'jj;;: 
b.forw 12:00 noon to~r 7998 noon or eve. 
n Qex' <lor', JoubIICa1ion. Anythmg ... +as. . . . J086Aoll4 
nKft..d ofter 12:0) noon will go in 
'hefollow;ngday· •• ubl_.... 1916 DATSUN TIIUCK. RUSTY but 
The Dgitr Egrptian conno1 _ runs, $450 "rm. 549-2939 eve. or 
~=bl~.,!:t~!:n=. ~.; I ::~m~~~~.. 3103Aol3O 
~~~~~,=; 11982 MAZDA 626. lOW ""LEAGf. 2 
oIrt.advertil«whKh'-""thevalue . dr. 5 spd. oir. exce"entcond" S4SOO 
~;r:-'=~f~u;::~ ! :~~si4~~~~.~~. or.'~~~i30 
~or:ol~ ;~:~~~I~':~~ j !!~it=, ::!St~::'~:7~~;;".~ 
~r"'':;~~:~~:'amwlled b.fonr I ~:!.:~ .. ~~~~~~.e.ss~9;,·04AOJ30 
eKpira1ion will be chargad 0 S7 , 
....... I ... Any .efund undo. $2. 176 CUTLASS WAGON. AC. all 
will be fort.iI-.d. ~\oIIWVf". cruise. tlh. new "re5. S-450. 
No ock will be mi~-clouilie>d. 75 Toy-olo Corolla Wagon. al: .... -
Cloudied acN.r1i.,ing mil" be poid ~1J.nf engine. $675. Bo'" ,.."giHe 
.... odvanc. .~1 for thow a«ovnt~ . and runs grear. 529-567J . 
with .. tablist..dcredit. • U-B8 .............. J.07AoJ30 
Hin, 
-c C·.:~~~.~;~~~~::: 
~ 
.~ 
'+-
.-(I) 
(I) 
flU 
-U 
• 
ACCESSORIES! 
We offer a variety of 
dress·up parts & 
accessories. 
Full·color catalog 
available. 
Hrs: Mon.·Sat. 10·6 
Rt.13W 
(2)1 mil .. W. 01 Ramada InnJ 
belweenCarbor"11ie& 
MuqJhyslloro 
684-3336 
:IE=-
~ 
-Cl--~= 
1912 .enault Le Car 2 Dr • aJ 4spd .• Only30.000miles t2ooo.oo 
.... .--------------------
~ 1912 Mazda GLC Wagon 
.-~~------------------~ 
1913 Dodge Charger 2 Dr. 
5 spd .• Air, One owner '2200.00 
(I) .. spd., 4 cyl., Only 58,000 m iles '2300.00 
~~------------~ 
.... 1979 Volkswagen Transporter 
Air, Stick, Low Miles '2950.00 U ~-=3-=O=-5"E=.--:M:-:-al:-n----5-4-9-.2-2-5-5--1 
.• 3262AcJI3S 
rGl!lID A::~:er 
• Expert Radiator and Heater Repair 
• Complete One·Step Auto Service 
• Major and Minor Repair 
• Experienced Mecbanics-Competitive Rates 
550 N. University. Carbondale 
529-1711 ""!P -. 549-5422 
IntematiO'lat Classified Advertising Week· 
AI1llT8}!s 8 Winner! 
~.~ ~ 
International Classified Advertising Week 
April 10-16, 1988 
Place an ad to begin April 11-15 and get 
$1.00 OFF 
(ad must run 5 or more days) 
Call 536-3311 
This week 
~ W' 
Tire Sale & 
Tune-Up Specials 
549-0531 
220 S. Washington 
1ti_lth. hrt&1.ang 
•••.•• .r_ 
Auto- S"""*d& 
•••••••• HIgh ..... 
AYALA 
eNSURANCI 
457-4123 
RENTAL 
UNIT 
\Noodruff Servi~es OHlce located at ~ Meadow Ridge. c-a 
OWNERS 
.,~~ · -fffl ~ 
NOW IS 
THE TIME 
TO 
ADVERTISE 
CONTACT 
536-3311 
EXT. 213 
I5n1ndrtew 
~8.4 
ISedroom 
TownhcIu5e5 
.ConvenIent:Iv loCated 
I'Ie><ttoS.I.U. 
on Wall 8. Campu5 
.~Indude; 
Wil5herdryef 
Heat Pump 
Dt5hwiI5her 
457·3321 
One Stop Housing Guide Carltondale.lI. 62901 
Open Saturdays 10-4 Sundoy 12-3 
Town Homes-Houses-Apartments-Mobile Homes 457·3321 
HOUSES APARTMENTS 
,,.II.W .. t 
Great for Grad •••• 
Qu~12.~~omll"hi~I~Ro~I~C;link:~enl 
New ~rpeting, lillhted Parking. Security oncI 
-"aton!yS350.00monthly. 
Parll'OW'" 
..... '_Is perfect for the proI ... ionoll. 
extra Iorgebedraoms MpOI'CN kllchens, 
I:~::=::::; "",,11~ room to ."pond. each..,...-, & .xtra ltorage 
• at' no ,addiit~101 charge ..... ihd ~tbondol. Clinic 
Murphysboro/Dnoto 
konomicol_ bedroom 
Apartments JUI16 miles 
from Murphysboro at SI:l5.00 
Dnoloo'5185.00 
457-3321 
Mobile Homes 
2&3 led .......... at 
910E. Pork 
YOI.I'IiLove: 
Gr.oI New locotioM 
Sl~ Building 
lightK. ..... -!<;~; 
Sundedt 
I-r:-:~t!f 
,jjtx .. ~-a. 
2&3-..-. at 
71H. College 
Naturln,,: 
Central Air. ~b~ TV. 
W ....... .or,.r. 
Clo .. lo ~mpUI, 
Nalural Gol Efficiency 
Sorry Na 1'.," 
Call LorIeor 10_ 
Daily ~gyptian, ~prU8."~, P,~~~ l? 
!..a~~,,:~usn: =~..:-..:.~ =~~~.$lfIOoIIlst -;:;;rS'~~of"':!! 
.. - .............. ~145 Lillnlry. r_-bedroom.. one. 
SU8lfASE FOIl 5UMMBI • Ddrm. _. '- and .11",_. 
""". quleI. -- IoIodc ... _ or unfurnished. 0...-. 
........... CofIllyunal __ 1. _ lawns. """"h _. pes. 
.. 21 ................. 2S4311a139 aIfIIroI • .-I __ pi<In.op and 
SUMMar sc.tfASE -., /Ighb. and ,.",.,... ........ 
ru.N. I -.. nOSE ... ......,.... and ,..,.., dIy ._Ib. Ow'" or .... 
........ - s. ~ t/IojghIs. '1'_ ............... to HoIIonaI Foods. 
-. ~nd Mg;nning -"'II. 16. Iouo>dromaI and downtown. ~ 
~~~ and".,." pu Ind. =-:7 ~~-=,,-;:: 
.. ;a.aa .............. 235GB0141 Offln 711 S. Poplar S •.• iuncllon W. 
SPAOOUS I 101M APr .... s...nn- Mill 5 ... and S. I'opIor 5 ... dlrwctly 
and foil. ColI ""- 6 pm. 529-2419. north of _ Ubrary. COU 457· 
~""'HIs.Aplno.5. 7352or529-Sm. 
.. II ................. ~I.;; .. 27 ................. 2346IIGI.f3 
• 1IOOM.2I01MAPr.parlfy""" .• 6 WEST MILL STIIffT AparIrMnh;. 
...... -.. Irosh pi<In.op """. _ ' CarbondaIot . .IusI_._ /rom 
r-ts. SI85mo.M'boro6l4-J760. a:ompus ........ _ block W ... 
4-&-aI ............. 3ll29lcJllO MlIISI .. obll_of_ 
I 101M. ru.N. AC. w.y _ Ubrary. rwo-t.droom ~ or 
So-. .... __ only. a.... to unfurnished. SimI .... to _. 
a:ompus. Ask _ opt ...... ,. Call __ and _ up. "" ..... 
687·.931. 000.,. or MIow to disturb. 
"II'" ............. _131 _.,.".,.. windows on two NEW21011MS.5165->.1'opIor2or3 "". ____ .0...-. 
people. fum. $3fIO s...nn-. S485 _ lawns. prov;de _I __ 
foil. 9 mo. -.. 529-3581. 529- "..".up and -., "ghls and 
1120. ,."..... ..- from dIy ._/b. 
.. - . .. . ......... 30491a142 Qu ... _. ~_ 10 Notional 
NEW 3 101M 512 So. Woll. """. Foods. . and __ . 
dose to • ...,. s...nn- or feU. 529- i Summer S260 month ond foil ond 
3581.529·1120. I Sfl'InfI $J6O """'",. 01/,,, 711 S. 
.. - ........... 3050lI0142 I'opIorS ... juncllon W. MlIIS •. ondS. 
APTS .. HOUSES. TIIAIUIIS. close 10 Poplar St .. d __ Iy north 01 MorrIs 
SlU. fu<n. s...nn- or foil 9 mo. ,Ubrary. Call 457-1'352 or 529-5m. 
-..529-3581...-529-1120. I SHARf HAt/' OF large house _ 
.. 26-&8 .. .. . .... 304Ao142 I......,..,.. -'r remadotIed. "". 
NICE NEWEll I 101M. furn. close 10 I furnished _. oport ..... n •. 
ROle. 509 So. won 313 E. _. ~ ""/tog ...... kitchen. I _. 
SIlO Sumtr_. S250 foil P mo. ieose. M-eshly pointed. ~. _.1uI 
I", 2 people. 529-3581 bod< yard. Non-smoking. Prefer 
"26-&8 ........... _11101.2 _. grad. $285 oil hlI,. pold. 
0Hf lIIJI!AI APT close 10 coonpus .. ",529-5527or453.5371. 
• Iarhng Aug. 15. SI95. 549-_ 
KelI.y 
"II'" _9la131 
fXJIt4 NICE 3 8IlIrM. 2 bottIs. op-
=-';"~."'-U~,,;;:,,;&;. 
Mb .. " •. 6117-1053""-5p.m. 
u·tII 31S11lal3O 
Now Leasing 
ForSprl .. • .. &· .. 
furnished 
one bedrooms. 
and eHiciencies 
Including 
Carpet & Air 
laundry Facilities 
Water. Trash & Sewer 
- Clean & Quiet 
No Pets 
.~." Appe'ntmant 
MARRIED-GRAD 
PROfESSIONAL 
TOWNHOUSES 
520 540 360 /'In 
Mobile Homes 
130 160 ~lUMo. 
549-8598 
APARTMlNTS 
SIU APPIIOYEP 
SUMMa ONLy· 
BficianOas & 3 Bdrm. ApIs. 
,AU. & SNING-
Efticiencias Only 
THE QUADS 
1207S.Wall C· ... I. 
457-4123 
Show ApI. 1 to5pmM.f 
Sat. 10-12 noon 
MURPHYSIIOIIO VEIIY NICE 3 ...... m ! I BDRM. FUIINISHED. MUll· 
aponmenl. furnished. ulllllies poKt. I PHYS8OIIO ... II uf.III1 •• pold. ,_ 
no pets, a,,.. quie' country onddeposif. CaU",,-6775. 
"""",,ndlngs.687-1267. .., ................ 31'1011a130 
U... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 219611a130 CARBONDAlE. IAIIGE EFfICIENCY . 
I ONE IIDIIM UNIT. unfuml.hed. Fvm. op" _ campus ......... full 
some ufllitles paid. Sisa per mo. 3 kitchen. oc. quie' settIng, free 
miles ...... f Carbanda/. In qv'.' porl<lng. Lincoln ViII .. ge Ap .... S. 51 
_Ighbarllood. r-ts okay. call 937· .. nd P_onl Hlllllood _'" _ 10 
391,. if no onswel" coli again. Saluki LGundromor. Summ.,.. $165 
..14-88 .............. 317211a134 m ... Sprlng$2flOpermon"' .... Iden. 
I 101M APT. AVAIL. MDy 15 .... ug. Manager on ",..,.".... Call 549· 
15 _h option fo< foil. $265 m ... pI... 6990. • 
u111. Unfurn .• Iose 10 cam,..,.. qvlfl'. 4·29-8.8 .............. 3133Ba1.5 
~"-". blinds. 54P-8(I6(). 2 IIDRM BASEMENT APARTMENT. 
.. IS ................. 307.IIaI35 NIce. dean. cIo .. fa campus. S240 
2 BEOIIOOiM APr. SYCAMOIIE 51. mo. 12 mon'" _ ..... rtlng In MDy. 
f'artlal ullI .• _.".,-<Ityw Incl. S280 Qule' sfvdenls ".. ....... ..1. Coli 549· 
Sum. S350 foil. Ph. 549·0399 7139. 
_InSJS. .·/P·88 .............. 3108Ba137 
~:" y' i ·SR. APT.' o.;,_~7:::!~ ~:'~IOs'/,:,::.N .. :' ~~~ 
~~t,~~~m::: ~na:. ,::: orqu:, .. 'b:1:~ 
Til Aug. 15 _lion 10 __ 457- $375. avalloble foil. 54'·14" oller I 
.f803. p.m. 
4·29... . .. .. . . .. 308511a1.5 4·19 .... . . . . 313680137 
GEOIIGETOWN APAIITMENTS. 
LOVELY _ fum. or ,,"fum. CARTERVILLE EFfICIENCY APART-
.enllng foil. Sum...... Iar 2.3.. MENT5. furnIshed. SI25 monlhly I •. 
"...",.. DnpJay _ 10-5:30 dcllr· 13er..ssz-d. 1.985-6108. 
529·2IBl. IU-&9 . . .. 325280130 
5-,-8.8 . lI9SBaI46 . 
Mallbo Village 
Now Renting for 
Summeraad 
Fal11988 
Apartments, Houses. MobUe Houses 
529·4301 
"EW TOW"HOUSE 
RPRRTME"TS 
309 W. College 
509 S. Rawlings 
519 S. Rawlings 
-One block 
from campus 
-Washer/Dryer 
-Microwave 
-2 full bathroom 
-Dishwasher 
For more Information call 529·1012 
Only 
549-6610 
Imperial Mecca 
Apartments 
LEWIS PARK 
APARTMENTS 
Geerletowa 
L1l&1II'Y Apt .. 
2.8.4 ........ 
S1IIDIDer. ,.au 
..... 1.7 
LUXURY 2 BDIIM TOWNHOUSES. So. 
::;:";~~~~,ta!,.i~~S::: 
rna. 549·5260 ar 549-0021. 
.. _ .............. 32601Jal311 
3 BDIIM. NICE. CLOSE 10 a-pus 
J3O() Summ..- $390 foil. CIne ,..... 
controc:r. quiet sf",dents pre#etTed . 
eoll 54P-7/39. 
.·20-8.8 .............. 3261BaI38 
VERY NICE 1 8DIIM. furnished. na 
pels. I yr. leo... CJWJI/ .. bIe ....w. 
aa .. 10 SIU. 529·5871. 
.. IS ... .............. 31_,35 
HILLCREST TfIIlIACf APTS. 6/3 S. 
Washln",on A .... , bdrm fu<n. S320 
rna .. 2 bdrm fum. S450 ma. 30 Me. 
/rom S/U • • trlp ond II...,. CIr. On ,I" 
Icwndry and porkl"". ..w (Oft. 
sfrudJon. .nervy effIcient. 0-(' and 
;!3T.- off campus housIng . 
..20 ................. 3066Bo 1311 
420 S. GIIAHAM ST. Lorge 2 bdnr,. 
fum. -,. 0<. 2 bib /rom S/U. 
"rlp and 11K. CIr. C_. _ poIn'. 
529·3989. 
.._ .............. 3069110/311 
SUMMEI IlfNTAI.S. WE ho.. ef-
ficiency 1.2. ond 3 bcfnn opls. N_ 
avalloble. Coli 1Iann .. 0-... 529· 
2054. 
..5 .................. 323111a149 
_ W. MILL ST. apI. 6. 3-bdnn. 2 
"...",. lookIng Iar _ more for 
Summer ond foil. S225 0 mo. Girl .... 
11"'(.529· ,.,0. 
..,2 ................. 323311aI32 
~,!.JN~,.~~.!:.~~ 
medical ,'_Is only. na pels. Cd' 
6114-4145. 
5·11 ................. 31_153 
EGYPTIAN PYRAMII) COMPlEJ<fS 
now ,..,.I/ng Iar Sum ........ nd foil. 
.... prl_1n town. 457-7941 or $49. 
2454. 
.. 21 ................. 31_/39 
LARGE 2 BDIIM. QUIET oreo ........ 
Carbondale Clinic. furnished or 
unfurn .. hed. $J6O "p. 549-6125. 
5·11 ... .............. 323480 153 
CARBONDALE. IAIIGE EFRCIfHC'{. 
Fum. opts. _ campus • .....", luI' 
I<ltchen. 0<. "" .. , .... ,ng. free 
parking. UncoIn VI/'- ApIs .. S. 5. 
and Pleason. HIJI .aod _'" _ ... 
SoIuf<l Loundtomot. __ $165 
mo. foil $200 pow _:fI .... Iden, 
Monopr _ ...-..... CD" 54'· 
-. .. _ .............. 313»0.45 
Ii'!"':" Hou ... 
DISCOUNT HOUSING. 2.3. ..nd 4 
bdrm fuml.hed .......... 2 ml -S' of 
Cdole lamadolnn. coli 6114-4145. 
.. 29-&9 .............. 231158b145 
BEAUTIfUL COUNTRY SETTING. 2 
min. from town. UMJ 01 swimming 
:::';i .• "''::'''.'';l:,h=lr.j.:~ 
air. w-d hook up. m'cto wove, 
::~c:r.-s~~;.;~~S::I=: 
_Is .Ignalv ... ..-larl_. 
A""II. June I. Call 529 .... 253 '-/are 5 ... nd529 __ S. 
..,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23438b 130 
SEVEIIAL AVAIL. BEG. A"I1. 16. Y...,. 
Ieow required. CIos .. '0 campus. n .. 
pels. SJOO.S5fIO. 529-2533. 
....22-&9 .............. 23528b/40 
FOIJII 8E0II00M BEHIND lee: c.nler 
"""" .. bIe In A"I1ust Iar 9 or 12 
..... nu.s.549-3174. 
4-f-&9 ••.•..........• 256411>130 
SUMMER AND 011 Fall. a.... 10 
co""..,.. &Ira nice 1.2. l. and 4 
~~ .. Insulated. no pels . 
5·11-&9 .............. 31671b153 
HOUSE. l IIDIIM •• liVING. dlnlnlJ. 
""chen. unfum .. _led. "" pets. 
na _,...,..,.. grads. .... Iomlly. 
Firs •• I .... , and dep. S450 ...... 457-
5351 ""-5 p.m. 
.., .................. 30768bI3O 
NICE 0tDfI 3 IIDIIM. hm. 81g yard. 
qIlJ., or.a. unlurn. 915 W. 
~. $420 ...... I yr. contran 
beg. A"I1. IS. N .. ,..... 457.7OW5. 
5-11-&9 .............. 31:158b153 
UNIlUIEVABLE SUMMER SUIll.EASf. 
Brand _ 2 bdrm. on campus drl ..... 
OJ.nwOlt~.r. washer-dry.r. 
~ ... co. AW>IIobIe Juno I. 
457-1194.549-3973. 
..- .............. 31228b145 =..,.ONC!"'~I~ ':"'f.:. ~7, 
SmI1h. Aller 7 p.m. 457-1445 . 
.. 12 ................. 31_,32 
OfAN 3 IIDIIM. FIIIINISHED. N_ 
=::: ;:, =~~/.=;: 
$405. 529-/2UI. 549·39lO. 
"I'''' ...... _131 
1.1V.milnEos1onPcn.fnwnWall 
.1dnn.~gtrtsnMd2morepeopJe 
All UtUttift indudedlSl00 mo. 
2.1%m ..... EostonPartcfnxnWoIl 
.. Bdnn. 1 needa 3 mor. 
WoshetIDtyer. All U1.llfies Inc. 
$l40amo. 
3.301~1 __ 
2 ....... 3 1IcIom._/o.,.r""'. 
137$ mo. 
'.507cw..'Idnn(Ooa/NIce) 
_.W ....... /Doyw 
19irl, • .".r..dlrnor.girt 
SI60 .... omo. 
5.609N._.'JIdnn 
--.-1Doyer $375 a mo. 
6. 91.W._ ........ 1l'ooh1 
hmII,-.fInoob>o 
-1Doyer._-
1'DrdI • ........,fIoon. 
$525 a mo. 
7.I1I2E._.SIdtm 
1pMWCIR ...... ....,. 
..... UtIJII ... 1nc. $1 .... 
'.IV. ... _EadanParil;fl'DlllWoU 
2 ....... AIIUtiU .... _ 
12500 ... . 
529·3513 
~Bedroo_ 
To ........ 
1 ••• 3 .... Bedroo .. Apal'tlDeDtII 
Fund.hed 0,. Unf1ll1li.hetl 
Flezlble Leaee Term •••• 
Now .enting For F.II And a ..... er 
Available 
Summer 
and 
Fall 
$450-$800 RIO. 
IIeaIq 
Pro .. I't~ 
......... t
201E. IIala 
417-.134 
Ask about oar 8111D1Der stor.,ell 
Now Oper~ Saturday. 
1o.m-2pm 
-Swl_"'PooI 
e,_IsCoum 
....... I_1IoonI 
• .......... T ..... 
--.Scr.-TY 
e24hr. a.......tr-t 
Royal Rentals 
Clean Student Bousing 
Every apartment is 
thoroughly deaned 
by our conscientious 
deaning staff. 
Apartments even your 
mother would 
approve of. 
Royal Rentals 
501 E. \;Ollejl!ell 
457-442 
Office at 703 S.III. Ave., Carbondale Call: 529.1082 
ONIIIDI!OOM 
504S.Ash 4.5 
502 s.1aYaridga 2 
511 s.1aYaridga 1. 3 
514 S. Beveridge 4 
602 N. Carico 
«l4W.CoIlava 1 
_ .. Eh I 
<102~ E.H .. .... 
4'O~·E.H ... ... 
210Hospilal 2 
589 k ... Mub. IlhHIII 
202 N. Poplor 2. 3 
4061.11 i "" I. 
507W.Main 2 
3:Ww.WaInut I. 2 
"'14W.S~(_'1 
(_I) 
406 5. Uniwrllty 3 
lWOUDaOOM 
111 5.. .~ •• a 
514S ........ 
I .. 
5t8ft.E . 
602 N. Corico 
503 N. Allyn 
609N.Ailyn 
311 W.Charry 
_ EI ,EI. 
40'It'v. Chany Ct. 
409W.ChanyCt. 
«NW.CoIIage 3 .... 
500 W. Collage 1 
'.[.F 
"'11E.F..-n 
507~ 5. Hayes 
_E ....... , 
<102~ E ..... .... 
406~ E ..... .... 
«18% E ..... .... 
"'10E ..... ' ... 
i88l1wp'lal I 
210 Hwpitol 3 
61"'S.Logon 
507'1. W. Main (back) 
2915. 4oap'. 
906 S. McDaniel 
4OOW.Oak 3(back) 
49!1" . olnol 
703 S. lII;noil 202. 203 
301 N. SptIngar 
1,2.3 .... 
.5.111 1/1111 III 
....,.til S.Y 1 "" 
310E.CoIIage 
3:W W. Walnut 3 
41"'W·~I_. 
-) 
lMR '''"?9!!. 
"'105. Ash 
50& 5 Ash 2 
503 N. Allyn 
609N.AIIyn 
5115." icIp I 
51 ... 5 ....... 
1. 
51U'.E lee 
.... 61 ,EI. 
«18 W. o-ryCt. 
«I9W.a-ryCt. 
<I02W.CoIIage 
«NW.CoIIage 3 
500 W. Collage 2 
301 c..MawLn. 
303c..MawLn. 
305 C,..tvIew Ln. 
411E.~ 
303 S. Forrest 
520S.Groham 
~
5135 ....... 
4112E ......... 
406E ......... 
... 'I..E ......... 
2IlIHoopItuI 2 
611 "-icott 
610 S.l.atI-
61 ... 5.l.atI-
9Cl6W.Mdlonial 
«IOW.Oak II-I. 
~
5095.lIuwU. 2. 3. 
.... 5 
Ie. 5. Y ho "I, ( = Ihj 
3:W W. WolnUl 3 
<I02'h W.WoInUl 
906 W. Wolnut 
309W. Collage I. 2. 3 
407W.CoIIage 1.2.3 
.... 5 
«I9W.CoIIage 2. 3 ..... 
501W.CoIIage 1.2.3 
503W. Collage I, 2. 3 
310E.CoIIage 
tOti.F. 
POUI W 
404W v ...... 
~
 
609N.AlIyn 
503N.AIIyn 
.5 .. .... 
11tl.l .. ... 
~
3IIOE.CoIIage 
4112W.CoIIaga 
5OOW. Collage 2 
8IJ7W.CoIIage 
301 c...tv .... Ln. 
303c..MawLn. 
305 CrwtvIaw Ln. 
5135 ....... 
41125_ ........ 
4065 ......... 
201 HoopItuI~. 2 
610S.l.atI-
61 ... 5. &.o2on 
...13W.MaowM 
~Oakl(_l. 
51 ... N. 0uId0nd 
5195.11aw1inp I, 
209W.a-ry 
311W.a-ry 1 
en.lld •• ,(11 II) 
31M E. Callage985-2567 
316Lpdo 
Pm "P'?OJ!I. 
3IIOE.CoIIage 
305 Creatv .... Ln. 
"'13W.MaowM 
514 N. Oakland 
SIX IIIDIlOOM 
.... ec. 
IIVIN IIIDIlOOM 
•• '" g., 
Sunglasses 
Rembrandt 
MOBILE* INDOOR POOL 
HO'MES Carbondale Mobile Homes 
HW'/ 51 North 
Rates Starting 
at 
$145 PerMo. 
PH: 549·3000 
Fr.e Bus to SIU 
7tl-._Uy 
r------------------------------------, I 
I 
I 
I Dally Egyptian Classified Mall-In Order Form I Print your classified ad In the space provided. Moil olong with your check to .... I Dolly Egyption Clollified Dept., Communicatoons Building. SlU. Corbonclole. IL 62901 
I;!§I ~lrrmllTImmm II II 
1 10 Days 7 Days lDays 1 Day I Cost l iDe.; 11.40 B.61 4.77 1.92 
I Per 4 lin.,. !!:!: ~:: 2.56 
I Ad 17.21 9.54 
IStart Date No. Of Days To Run ____ _ 
I (Required for office u" only) Classification _______ _ 
I Name 
IAddress::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::= 
I Oty 
I PI_ ch.Ir." to my credit ard: 
I 0 VISA ~ MuterCJlld PI_ •• 8ive"l,.ovrc'edl'avd.xpirohondatellO~COftproc."'yovrOf'., 
II LTTI : J I I I I Iii : I I] c,od .. <G<d •• pi,. ......... _---L __ 
Slota ZIpCcde P"-e 
__ rh 
I Signoture . II 
I Get Resalts With The D.E. Classified I • v£ I 
I II 
I I! 
1 ______ ------------------.... ----------_ .. 1 
By Jed Prest 
Brand New 14' wtdeB 
Showing Doily From 1-5 
SClt ISun Ity Appt. 
2 Block. From Stu 
Nevt to the Wash Hou~p 
c.IoIe ............. n 
1 &2-..r-And-.d 
Nicely Fum ...... & 
EMrlW 5awIfIg & Und.rpinned 
New. ~FKII"'­
NaturulGa. 
Nie. au-.. a... SeItInt 
..... c...,.... 
Sonr No,. Acupt.d 
"--. ........... ID_ 
Ph. 457-5266 
........... ty ....... .. 
...... .--... . 
Mon-fri 9-S 
Warren Ret 
(JUlt off E_ Park St.) _ _  a_. 
2 80/1M FURN.. VACANT 1m· 
m.diate"'. Un'v H .... cali 457-8372. 
4-12-88 .............. 31268cl32 
FOSTEII lENT ALS RENTING /", 
~,.:.~.Fo~"J:;;'n:r~-.:'d 
anchored. dose to comp'"" on PorK 
51,.... No pels 529·5505. 
5·11-88 . . . . 31838<"153 
TWO 8EDROOM MOBILE hom., n'~ 
and cleon, dJshwas:n.r. centrol oJ,', 
nope'" 900£ Park. $270_ mon'" 
451·5211 or 549-4298. 
4-8-88 . . .. 30258c 130 
2 BEDROOM 9 OIl f2 mont" 'eoH. 
vorious locotlons. Close '0 compvs. 
Paul Bryon. Renlol •. 451·5664. 
4· I 2·88 . . . 3205BcI 32 
CHEAP 1 CHEAP 1 CHEAP 1 Nicel 
Nice' NIce! 2 mi. N. of ftorrado Inn 
5125·$1601 Move In now. 549·38,0. 
'·13-88. . ....... 3208Bcl33 
I. _ 
top .... 
CLAUiPIID AD 
Nt-SSll 
SIX HUlWDRED FREEMAN 
Now renting for Fall Acad. Yr. 
Free cable T.V. in every room 
1 Block from campus 
All utilities paid 
Sophomore approved. 
800 FREEMAN 549-65el 
FUIINISHED P/Il VA TE lOOMS 
Summer Dnd FoIl, close to campus. 
all uti'. Ind. Pr,,,,,f. ~".. In YOLir 
.-oom. Cobl. TV. wesh.,. and~. 
Kllchenondboollcl_n«i 457·S080 
5·11-88 ........... 22218<1153 
SOUTH POPLAII STI/EET ~oom. and 
.HideooH. CdaJ.. Just Oa"OSS 
Ifr .. ' from c"mp'"'s, in s.ven~ 
Hundr.d block S. Poplar St .. d'r-e<tly 
north of Morris Library. for "ngle 
women SIU stllcl.nfs only Four 
prlvJhl rootrlS wlfh two boths In 
large- opartment ond two .Hlcj~ces 
eocta with its own bath Furnfsfled 
Owners proVide In r.-nfs 011 ""HU'.s. 
pel' contro'. normal ..,(us. pickup. 
securtty Ugh's rmd snow removal 
from crtv sfft'N'O/ks. Qu ... t or.a. 
C'Gnvetlien' '0 NOtJOIlQI Foods. 
loundromot and downtown. Lower 
ro1e. for Summer_Rei" vary with 
s/z.e of units. V""¥ competitive. 
Office 7f l S. Popl",. St_. junction W 
MIJI S ... and S p""lor S, .. d'rec"y 
north of MorTi:. Librory_ Coli 04:S7· 
7352 or 529·5717 
4·27·88 234SBd'.,;j 
2 LO. FURN. SINGLE tOOIT'S ,,, Ig 
hovs._ KHchen, tTtW', co fv. sun deCK 
Close to campus. $'4.5 mo, plus one 
fourth uril. Todd ileuj 5494 7804. 
4·"·88 . 30908<1131 
ROOM-'N TRAILER Wcr-reo RrJ 
(male). S70 mo and had l,:ftftf!BS 
P.'1one, a~, cable. Pffal;ef ... 1 Q" 
mosphe>re. Pre'er frIendly 'tnan-
dofly 59Cuf. Indiv'-duol. 457 . .5508 
before" p.m, dodr 
.. 12·88 . 3'O!Bd ' 32 
TOWNHOUSE 2 'DIIM UN. 
FURNISHED • .-y nl .. , DC. 2 mIl .. 
:,:;:.~ .. '3: 54P:65.",e;:;i;r,u 
The DC!11y ElyptlGn 
CIGssltl.d ••• 
We CGn help youl 
CGIlSJ6·JJ11 
2·3 8DRJo\. aoSE TO cvmpus and 
marr. Na pell. Year lease ..-qu!Ted 
beginning AUfI. 16. S3OO-$400. 529. 
2533. 
4-22.", .............. 235181140 
2 8D//M FURN. CLEAN qul., 
~~~. Napets. S330at....5. 
........ ............. . 31298f1:M 
SPACIOUS TWO 8DRJo\. W..I) hookup. 
fICIRIIIe. 5350 mao Inc. _ ..... Awall 
now. 1'''''''549-5744. 
"".", .............. 312181131 
213 GRAY DR. LARGE. 2 bdrm 
corpet. O~. new pol"t. '1""'. s.w. 
Caole. S340ma. 529·3919. 
.. - .............. 306181131 
213 fMf//AU) !.N. lARGE. 2 bdrm. 
-,. w-d hookup. DoC. _ poin •• 
=.. S.W. Cdole S340 mao 529-
.. - ............. 306711131 
=!:.~IID:.!:':.i 
::':it~~". May. S350. 529·1218. 
Wanted ta Rent 
ASSIST. PIOF WANTS house "" ap •. 
to rent In edaM from AU9. 1988'0 
June 1\1119. Call coli ... 504-394-5241. 
Ask I"" Mo<jl M_n. 
""~ . . .. 29951f1131 
l-mM" iij. 1 
HOW HIRING FOR Spring and I YOUR OWN PAIIT." .... busl ..... 10· I SllJ(SCREEN FOR YOUR _po ....... 
:'7.="~':;.,. '(.::::.'t"6~: I~'::,rs '::;";::7 7n~im~ i :'II~~c;:=,,~s~io·1~C;t:;. 
:'!'~~'fY~r;::.,:a.m"6 I~"~~:''.:!,w:! 1'~::::549-4Q31 .. 2305f1.2 
5·11 ................... 2168C153 lquar;r'lcoIlons. - pion 0/1 "-/pIng MIl FIX IT mowing your /awn. All 
I 
rou I~. Y04.l can $OYe and I kinds of yard worK frM .. flmotn ~. II~~!~ :!7:::'Sc.,:::' = U"~e)b-a'!!;!!:i'::"::: I ~'::a549-W1. . . . lnBEI36 ~:: ".::r'" ~,~kl~ '''''llormaIIonandcas •• Ite; PCChlcaga. IALTERATlON·S. ·SEWING. 
=:. 10 __ :":.....~:: ~ S . .t:;;:'~im Roam 1'·265. II TAILORING. mending and ~I', 
f<K lis Summer m June I J.:M Icaga. . Hand mmlng "",,'iable. Used 
Respon.,bi'It ... "':Z"1ude' Ius ,. 14-15.......... . ....... 3168C135 -". Suits" f<K sole. Evelyn', 
and 'unclt wpervl.lon 'f<K 5"'.9111 ,GllADUATf ASSISTANTSHIP. AT".. I A".,a"on, 529· 19.2. 115 S. 
",... ,''''''" ..... ,."ng Inslnlctors I 51udenl _Ith __ c.n,.,.! University (upolol,. an T"-I.Iand). 
In da...--... and possible tutor/nl/ a W.II,.... c.n .... program In"" 4-22 .................. 2551EI40 
Oualillcolion.; Musl be In_r.d I~ I Student c.n..... f<K ne'" Fall and TYPING AND WORD I'toceul:;n' ".. =:t~: ~~.~ =-Ma~ I ~,,:::":s~ift.::!::: -::r. 300 E. Main. Sui .. 5. co 549-
Sp •• ch: Compu.er Science' mcrtwlols. t.ecr"'" couns."ng. ond 1 ... '5 ................... 2356E135 
fdur:atlon and Eng".h mal~ I_,ng"-Ithand_llness_, HANDYMAN WITH I'fO(UP will cleon 
preferred. All appllcanll mus' ncr.. .., SIU ,''''''". Mus' ncr.. goad ora' and hau' anyIIolng. -'Ing fobs· :,,'=;-~:'CTc'::n;~leil"::-~IIr" ~_=,:;::=:::;."':'...:::::,; ';ill. cut __ ved. Call 529· 
Oeodllne foroppllCOtions ,. April 22 I wltn 0 ""."ness orlenta"on 4·19..ae ... '. ~ .... - ... "7.tEJ45 
19411. Canlo<l Carolyn Hermon ..; I ..-quI...:!. Send 00_ ,."., and I HAUJ.ING . ANYTHING. GAllAGfS 
~~:"norat ~~.%~}. :;.~:: : ;::1':: A:-:"::::!' ~!. ~:::: I =:ed"!=./~~.~~1rNs 
furlherlnfo , Cen • ., SIU. Corbondale. Il 62901. 1 5. 11.",.......... . .. 309/f/53 
4-14.88 . '" .... 34l64C134 I Deadline fo< DPfHlcoI_, 110,."/20. RED TRUCX LAWN .."" .. f<K "'-
flEHABILlTATION COUNSELOR fOR 4-3 ................. ". 3/89C1:M Ia-.. 1"'- anywhere In ".. area. 
work adlul"""" progrom. Cos. I SUMMER WORK PROGRAM • Call; 549·3154. 
management. counseling and PosI"ons ovajJoble. Mul' be hord i 4·J2.." . - ............. 3242£'32 
tralnJng for d."elopmen,olly worJrer and how. ""'" Summer I TYPING AND WORD processing. 
dllabledandmenlollyJlladu/ll. B.S. I free. - Dnd <0"_ <red." Far Paperwarks. 825 S. ""nols (behind 
In ,.ngbllltotfon or ",'ared 'leld motW 'nlo apply by ... 1 .. .." Send Plaza ItKOrdsJ. Term papers. 
..-quI...:!. Salary $12 80().I3 SOOplus name. _ •. and phone number "' .... -dl.... ,...,mes. .tc. Far 
=:n~~~~::: ~ ~J,a;,~~ I ;.oO~~~a:;"!,,,=",~ ~~: 2~~MI<k·.ca!'.S29·2722·325IEI52 
Murphysboro. fOE. Indudemata'.!". ondGl'A THE HANDY_N-LAWN mawlng. 
~fll LIFEGUARDS. ~6~! t,~H~T'MiisIC' . 'DlliicTg:c:: =. ~"::'n:~II:::' 
'I' ~:~~I:: ~S::; 
Importanl po,..,.. R.-rd. coli 549-
: 2647. i........ . . .... 3273G130 
I 
llw i@.lil:\3iO ifW] 
I 
i MINI WAIIEHOUSES FOR ....... 12K2 •. I Also: aHlce _ 2SOO sq. ft. wi'" 
I::~~~:n~ 
I 
MULnFAMll Y APRIL 9 and 10. 9-6 
p."'. Fumlrureondm,.JC. HighwayS' 
~'" 10 Cedarcreek Road. See 
.Igns. 
I ........ ·· ..... 3226ICI:M 
I rO-<::;...o...o-<:><::>..o-.c:::;>:1 
i 
Welcome 
Back 
Alumni 
of GOVEIINMfNT JOss. SI6.040· $59.2341." _ hiring. You, AIwa. 1105-687_ £Xl. R·9501 for c-........ 
-"IU. •. 
4-25.", . . 012IC141 
BE ON TVI Many needed f<K <am. 
merclals. Casting Info. II} 105-687· 
6000 •••. TV·950l. 
"-'menu. 700 S lewis lane. ChapeiChatc o'''''_ZIon Bar."" 457·7026. 
c'dole I, now oc<eplll1l1_
'lcoI_ Chu,ch. con ••. mporo,y 8 oc" 5011 ................... 3211EI53/ IIoru 4-3 fo< parI.II_ Summer Gospel. Salary _.tobIe.II .... P.I. IIEED'S I'fIOFfSSlONAl. TREE 5enrloe 
;:,::' /::.'-be -:: r.: ~~ .. ~9~... . ... 3246CI32 =I':i::.":f::i.c.:::;~;:;:" and 
~'IJed In odYanced 'ife saving. !:~~Y':::A::.= !~E' ·ANii··sl;';Gi.Efn:,.~~ 
Alpha 
Eta 
Rho 
5-4"" ................ 154SCI.a 
POSITION AVAILAILE FOR a 
married couple as lherapeutlc los .... 
,..".,.... To provide care fo< up 10 3 
child ..... Mondor • friday. W. wi" 
provide a house. salary. _III. 
........ .. 31TlCI:M 't:::lI·m: ............ 31OSCI32 ~~jj;~~~ 
NEW ENGLAND BROTHER •• I.... MATIIIIE DfI'fNo,uu I'f//SON 10 MATE. 
compo· (Mass.) Mah-IC_ f<K -'<wlth_~II,dl_ ......... · ............. 22121130 
bop. Oonbee fot> Olrls. Couns.b- odu't. In resIdential '."'lIg; 
.~.oo'!.:..;,;no::..,:!t~"a~ 
a bocfteIars ..... In a human 
...... ,c:es fIeld and' experience 
-'<Ing wi'" children "" • .".,..,.. 
::':"'L Inobi. ":Iden,,,::' ~.~~: 
'-ng ..-qul_ whlcl> In· 
dude vlmlnol bodcgraund <"-d<s 
and flngerpr""I"". Deadll_ f<K 
application '" AprIl 20. 19411. Send 
__ 10 Yo,,", 5erv1 ... ea.,... 
dlnator JCCINIC 6IU E. earl_. 
Carbondale. " 62901. Far ,."".., 
'nfonnotion c:onlocf Arl lolb or 
Carolyn 1 .. of 611-457-6703. 
4-13 ................... :MIXI» 
pas"""" f<K pragrvm SpeclaIJ.II; =~O ':'!.~p.m .. M-F~r :. :!=:rr.:,;,:::C:.'~..!; 13110 S •• Mwp/>rIbora. 
~':"~~~~.:::~ .. 1_ ............... 3245C134 
_/ngs Include performl"" arts. ~~~~~ :.!!;.J:;;: fin. _. yearbook. p/Ioloflraphy. human __ . _.... ..... 
videa. coaIclng. _Ing. raIler. preferred. T_ ......... ~ In 
=~'A~=;""":' ':.~Iv: ::-~:'" .r::.:,..= 
(.wlmmlng. skIIng. smarr craft). SMd res.,.... "" fIape Victim Ser· 
,,,,,,,1,.. Aclian Camping (boys) 190 view. W .. ~ Iap"., HaspItol. 
LInden A .... Gr.n Ridge. N.J. 0702" 2501 /Centudrr A.... -.coli KY. 
(gl,ls) .. c.n.... Gro .. Rd .. H.21. .2001. 
Randolph. N J. 01869. _ (boys) H2.", ............... 3131C132 
201-429-8522, (fllrls) 201·32'·2127. IIEI'AIIIPfllSON NEEDED. Electronic 
4-12.... . .. 237tel32 and _leal _Ing ..-qulred. 
"'-~----------_or:::tI_-:IiIIIIII I Must have CWS funding. Apply of ~~~738~Ices. Woody 
COLLEGE GRADUATES 
u.s. PUBLIC HEA~TH SERVICE 
.. 11-41 ............... 3211C131 
PERSONAl. CAlif ATTENDANTS ;:::;, ~,..,,.,:~.= 
Wood, Hall "'5(;. 453·5738. 
.. II.", ............... 32ltel31 
ACCEPTING AI'f'UCA TION$ FOR _-up an:uIatlon driver. _Iy
=. '';;;'C-n~onsDalIy 
CENTERS fOR DISEASE CONTROL tt-:NT··WOtiK·ioOSffidJ,·2f:,::' 
~ •• AM_. 
SEXUALL Y TRANSMiTTED DISEASES =a~ :r'~~':,Is.,:.oe'~ 
"""liable III -'< during "C. I Mus' ncr.. ACT .... III.. Canlo<l CONTROL PROGRAM . =!:E=:;".~~'.of C0n-
I 4-11-41 ............... 3259C131 
We need college graduates 
with strong interpersonal 
skills who wish to establish 
careers with advancement 
opportunities in the field of 
Public Health. 
Bachelor', degree or related 
experience required. 
I
" EAIIN THOUSANDS STUFFING 
... veIo_. /lush SI.OO SASE 10: 
Advan<.d 1_. '.0 ..... 0102 
OS 81g la. TN 31023. 
.. - ............... 32S4C13I 
UFfGIIAJIOS FOIl CIAI Orchatd 
Campground. May :llI-Sepf. 5 "1 • 
- or 915-49113. Mus' be lied Ctou 
-'lfr.d. 
5-rr.", ............... 3268C153 
COCKTAIl. WAITRESS. 'AIIT.TIME. 
... rr T,.. _. 457-3308 bet. 
_ 10o.m.·I2:00_. 
"'2-41 ............... 3223C132 
NATIONAI.MAIIlCfTINGCO. _Ing 
far ambIt_ Jr.. Sr.. "" Grad student to _ , ,-,- _ 
__ "'Is Faff. fanllnfI paNnIIaI 
up to S5OGO. Flufble parI·II_ 
hours. Call IIondI 01' 0. _592· 
2121. 
.. ".", ..............• 32t6C139 
COUNSElOR'S FOIl lOY'S Camp '" 
Maine. OpenIngs In ...... t acflvltl .. 
:S~=C!:::a'~~::/= 
IN! WISH TO adapt a...." ..... _ 0 
happily married. mlldieu_Jon 
oouple In our 111111 .... 1' ...... co" I· 
312·~....",me. 
4-21"" ............... 1929f139 
CHI/.DUSS IIfffCTIOHA Tf COUPU! 
,""Ing Inlonl fo adapt. .... off., stob/II,.,. __ a Iatp •• ,."..... 
"""'Iy. Willing '" _ ,...,. Call 
~":d!..- (J12) 52 .. ,...1. 
5011-41 ................ 1931FS3 
GOlD. SIlVBI. IIIOICEN ~Iry. 
coin •• sterling. baseball cards. clau 
rings. _. J and J CoIns. 821 S. 
""nois.457-6131 • 
5-11.", ............... 2"2F153 
ADOI'I'IOH IS AN option. Vety 
='lI.I~":::' ':""-.....; 
1nIanf. Dod COlI oller Ii_' 
=.:"::"jay=-~!L 
baby. Wann wist"", """'", circle. Pakl medical __ and our 
~!:L,~I2%~~.'Ity· 
..I'''' ............... 2235F130 CASH IN A Flosh of T_ World. 
- buy pId. lIII5 W. Walnut. 549-
343/1. 
.. , .................. _136 
HAI'I'II. Y MAIIIIIfDCOUPU wHIt __ cl>/ldof __ toncr..olhw 
cilllchn _101'/Iao '" adopt "-I"" white Infonf. Ma/<N'IIy of •• _ 
~i.Pr!:' ~ :"'c:. 
- eon- col.... ., .. _ 
211J __ ,,00-5,00. Thaftb. 
---..y. 
.. ·,_ ............... 2_,33 
LOVING COI.fJU _ESTED In 
adapti"" an _. H ,..., Irnaw of 
:r;:,-=--,=.~~ 
217-439-3260. 
..5 ................... "..,'35 
WANTfD.QUftN 011 KI"" 'ID 
__ . Ca" Tony 5.f9.8317 
_fII_7:3G,..m. 
.. ".", ............... 3139F131 
WANTED TO lIlY 201'3 iIdrm lra/ler 
-_.CallDId< .... UZof'l .. 
r"U·.....='jl fo.s.ifum£..availgble nationwide Must be willing to relocgte 
initially to areas where needs 
.exW.... 
Spanish speaking ability highly 
desirable for some positions. 
Applicants must be citizens of 
the United States. 
Ceder. 17 --. SI .• _fine. I ':.:::'~~.~6I7.2~.a:7c130 I=..=..., ~ -: 2:~ 
~~~ "= :::"::/::1: 1-:iT. r>h-. a-dl 312'-' ~~7C~f~'U',;. N~~ ~~'. ~~' ••••••.• 31JtGI30 
=-"'!:nf~,,:::1e .:::.:: 
Competitive salary and fringe 
benefits. 
For additional information please 
call: 1-800-537-2522 
Attn: Recruitment and 
Placement Branch 
or write to: 
Personnel Management Office 
Atlanta. Georgia 30333 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
Page 20, Daily E~tian. April 8. 1988 
=-c!n ':":~ ~....:~n:, Do high price. 
:~~h':""=,Oys'" ...,.. NY .hake you up? 
s.Yoo"!...PfII=-~fl4"::; 
.. ,- ........ 3221CI34 
IJl,UHi"ifjilt,W;·1 
NEW 110-1' AVAIL. 10 house III .... :::,:;:.=-=dIng _ house 
fBE§PfJ.lW-p, 
NEW 110-1' AVAil. 10 house ." ,.", 
IIoru ,.". WhJIe building _ house 
lea .. no. C 453·2086. 
4-22.", . .. . .......... 31_140 
PREGNANT' 
caU81RTHRIGHT 
Fr .. Pregnancy ,.".ng 
CiConfiden"O' AUlstonc.. ' ••. 27 •• -Mol ............ Sit."la 21S W. MAIN 
Try the 
Cla •• lfledl 
Daily Egyptian 
536-3311 
from the 
pledge class 
of 
Sigma 
Alpha 
Beta 
.Applications 
for the RA 
Ribbon Society 
are now 
available 
in the 
Office 
of 
Student 
Development, 
3rd Floor 
Student 
Center. 
RARibbon 
Society 
gives special 
recognition 
to Fraternity 
Men who 
have made 
outstanding 
contributions 
to the 
Greek System 
at S.I.U. 
Applications 
are due 
no later than 
April 15. 
Bey 
Bey 
Bot Legs 
CONGRATS 
& 
HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY! 
WeLoue 
YaAndyl 
AH Pledge 
Class 
~K 
Now 
Do You 
Understand? 
dfa.ppy 
20th 
!i3£ 'tthJa.y 
Love, 
The Boneheads 
You say you've 
tried everything 
and nothing 
seems to work! 
Send your 
messageina 
Smile Ad. 
r .adline at Zpm. 
two days prior 
to publication. 
For more information 
contact Rick at 
the Daily Egyptian 
Rm.lZ59Comm. 
Building or call 
536.3311 ext. 217. 
Money 'aids high schoolers PK'• 
Project Choice 
to give money to 
urge graduation 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) 
- Ewing Kauffman, founder 
of Marion Laboratories Inc. 
and co-owner of the Kansas 
City Royals, unveiled a 
scholarship program today 
that will initially benefit about 
300 students at the inner-city 
high school from which he 
graduated. 
Kauffman announced 
Project Choice to the eighth-
grade class at Westport Junior 
High School as an incentive for 
the students to attend and 
graduate from Westport High 
School. 
Project Choice is being of-
fered to the current class so 
they will have four years to 
~ for their future, be 
KAUFFMAN IS chairman of 
the board of Marion 
Laboratories and founder of 
the Ewing Marion Kauffman 
Foundation. 
Under the p~, the 
Kauffman Foundation will {)BY 
expenses for qualifled 
students, such as tuition, 
books, fees, and reasonable 
room and board at a vocational 
or technical school in the 
Kansas City area, a coUege or 
university in Missouri or, at 
Kentucky 
dropouts 
are fewer 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) -
Dropout-prevention programs 
t~e:~l~ s:o: 
153 over the past two years, 
while the number of students 
who quit before graduating 
clroppedfrom 12,900 to9,600. 
Thilt success, which brought 
the state's high school 
graduation rate close to the 
national average, was being 
shared Thursday and Friday 
in Louisville, where 300 
teachers, administrators and 
citizens gathered for the 
Kentucky Department of 
Education's annual dropout 
p. evention conference. 
Education Department 
Director David Jackson at-
tributed the lower dropout rate 
to concerted efforts by local 
school districts, businesses, 
community agencies and in-
dividuals throughout the state. 
The U.S. Department of 
Education's latest statistical 
report shows a national 
graduation rate of 71.5 percent 
in 19116, the last year for which 
complete figures are 
available. 
Kentucky needs only 1,200 
more graduates annually -
about 5 per high school - to 
reach the national average, 
~entfiguresshow. 
'We still have too many 
students· dropping out of 
scbool. but the programs are 
making a real difference," 
Jackson said. "If we continue 
to increase our efforts, we can 
expect even greater success in 
the future. Reaching or ex-
ceeding the national 
graduation rate is within the 
realm of possibility now." 
The conference features 
school-business partnerships 
and other techniques used in 
Kentucky and other states to 
reduce dropouts significantly 
in local schools. 
the Foundation's option, 
another institution of higher 
learning in the United States. 
IN RETURN, participating 
students must agree to 
graduate from high school in 
the Kansas City Scbool 
District, regularly attend 
classes, actively participate in 
Project Cboice at-school 
assistance programs, avoid 
parenthood, and avoid alcohol 
and drug use. 
The goal of Project Choice, 
described as an innovative 
A major objective of 
Project Choice is to 
provide meaningful 
assistance and 
direction to deserving 
students who would 
otherwise be unable 
to meet the financial 
demands of post-
secondary education. 
program designed for the 
:!~'::~k o!ndou:::an'::~ 
disadvantages, is to allow the 
students the opportunity to 
become productive in society, 
Kauffman said. 
The initial Kauffman 
Foundation offer to ap-
proximately 300 Kansas City 
students is said by its s·ponsor 
to represent one of the largest 
sucb scholarsbip programs in 
the nation in terms of scope 
and opportunity. 
ESTIMATES ON costs 
associated with the program 
were unavailable but a 
spokesman pointed out that 
costs would vary depending on 
what schools the students 
chose to attend. 
Westport High School was 
chosen for the program 
because of the varied 
socioeconomic make-up' of the 
student body, according to 
organizers of tbe an-
nouncement. A major 0b-
jective of Project Choice is to 
provide meaningful assistance 
and direction to deserving 
students who would otherwise 
be unable to meet the financial 
demands of. post-secondary 
education. 
Marion Laboratories will 
provide executive and 
technical support for Project 
Choice, which will be directed 
by Thomas Rhone, a former 
. ICipal of Wyandotte High ~inKaDsas City. Kan. 
AN ENROLLMENT 
ceremony for those par-
ticipating students and their 
parents is scheduled for 7 p.m. 
Monday in the auditorium of 
Westport High School. 
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Street violence continues rise~ 
police intensify gang crackdown 
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - A 
crackdown on violent street 
gangs intensified Thursday as 
police collared more than 200 
suspects and began booking 
them in the field. freeing of-
ficers to concentrate on 
arrests rather than paper-
work. 
Despite the crackdown in 
south-eentral Los Angeles, 
gang violence resumed late 
Wednesday when a man was 
~:iden: h;'::llthe=s~~ 
by fO'Jr gang members who 
opened fire from a passing car, 
Sgt. David Lewis said. 
More than 85 people have 
been killed in gang-related 
violence this year in Los 
Angeles County. Gang-related 
slayings reached a record 205 
in 1987, police said. 
In a series of sweeps aimed 
at suppressing the surge in 
gang mayhem, police target 
neighborhoods known to have 
heavy concentration of gangs 
and go in with search warrants 
to make arrests at suspected 
drug scenes. 
Police also stop and in-
terrogate anyone they suspect 
is a gang member, basing their 
Semen tests 
i nconslusive 
for Dotson 
By United P ..... lnternatJOIIIII 
Convicted rapist Gary 
Dotson lost one battle and 
another was declared a draw 
in his fight for exoneration 
Thursday as the Illinois 
Supreme Court denied his 
request for a new trial and 
genetic fingerprint tests on 
semen-stained panties 
belonging to his victim were 
revealed to be inconclusive. 
The sophisticated DNA tests 
were performed in London on 
semen samples from panties 
worn by Cathleen Crowell 
Webb on the night she 
claimed she was raped by 
Dotson. Webb later recanted 
her charges, and Dotson 
claimed the tests would prove 
be was innocent of the rape 
charge. 
Alec Jeffreys, the developer 
of the tests, reported that 
while a specimen of DNA was 
extracted from the clothing, 
"it was too degraded for 
analysis." 
The degradation probably 
resulted from the panties 
being stored at room tem-
perature from 1977 to 1985 
rather than necessary colder 
temperatures, he said. 
"We gave it our best shot 
but we can't tell one way or 
the other," Gov. James 
Thompson said. "That means 
that the Dotson case falls 
back on the trial, the evidence 
produced at the trial (and) 
the evidence produced at the 
clemency bearing. The 
evidence produced at the trial 
and the clemency bearing 
was, in my judgment, 
overwhelming. " 
The Supreme Court refused 
Thursday to hear Dotson's 
request for a new trial based 
on Webb's recantation. In 
papers filed with the court, 
Dotson's lawyers called 
Webb's original testimony "a 
monstrous hoax" that was 
sufficient evidence to vacate 
the conviction and grant a 
new trial. 
The DNA tests were or-
dered after Thompson and the 
Cook County State's At-
torney's office supported 
Dotson'S request for the tests. 
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More than 85 people have been killed in gang-
related violence this year in Los Angeles 
County. Gang-related slayings reached a 
record 205 in 1987. 
assumptions on their dress or 
their use of gang hand si~ns. 
A number of the some 210 
arrested Wednesday night 
were taken to a mobile police 
booking station set up at the 
Memorial Coliseum, Detective 
Verne King said. It was the 
first time police have em-
ployed the <'"lObile system in a 
gang sweep. In the past, the 
system, which cuts booking 
tim~ by half and frees officers 
to return to the field, has been 
used during crackdowns on 
drunken drivers. 
It was not immediately 
known how many of those 
arrested were actually booked 
in the field. 
While investigators said the 
gunmen Wednesday night 
were believed to be gang 
members, Lewis would not say 
whether the victim, identified 
as Marty Larez, 24, was also a 
member of a gang. Larez was 
taken in critical condition with 
a single gunshot wound. 
In a five-hour period 
beginning at 10 p.m. Wed-
nesday, a special task force of 
about 260 officers ,"no arrested 
128 gang members and 82 
others. 
King said the sweeo, con-
centrated in neighbOrhoods 
surrounding the University of 
Southern California and south 
to the Los Angeles Harbor 
area, included arrests for drug 
sales and possession of nar-
cotics, driving under the in-
fluence, weapons and curfew 
violations. 
Thursday's anti-gang 
operation brought to about 
1,100 the number of suspected 
gang members arref'ted since 
the sweeps began Feb. 26. 
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Jury aquits supremacists of sedition charges 
Jury takes four days to give verdict 
FORT SMITH, Ark. (UPI) - federal officials is punishable 
An all-white jury Thursday by up to life in prison, and 
acquitted 13 alleged white transporting stolen money 
supremacists of cilarges of across state lines carries a 
seditious conspiracy and maximum lo-year prison term 
plotting to kill federal officials and $10,000 fine. 
after a trial in which sedition _ The . prosecution CQIltended 
charges were used for the first the conspiracy to overthrow 
time against an extremist the government and replace it 
right-wing group. with a white nation in the 
The jury deliberated for Pacific northwest was hatcbed 
more than 20 hours over four during the Aryan Nations 
days before returning its Congress in 1983 in Hayden 
decision in the eight-week trial Lake, Idaho. 
to U.S. District Court Judge Prosecutors said the con-
Morris S. Arnold. spiracy was financed through 
Nine of the 13 were tried for robberies and counterfeiting 
seditious conspiracy. One of and was to be carried out by 
them and four others were bombings, destruction of 
tried for plotting to kill a utilities, poisoning of public 
federal jUdge and an FBI water supplies and killings of 
agent, and two of the 13 were fetieral officials and 
tried for interstate tran- minorities. 
sportation of stolen money. 
Seditious conspiracy carries 
a maximum 2O-year orison 
sentence and $20,000 fine. 
Conspiracy to assassinate 
"Plots that are made in hell 
do not have angels for part-
ners," U.S. Attorney J. 
Michael Fitzhugh said during 
the trial. "The pillars of the 
community were not talking 
about overthrowing the 
government. " 
One of the government's key 
witnesses in the trial was 
James Ellison, former leader 
of The Covenant, the Sword 
and the Arm of the Lord, a 
religious-paramilitary group 
based in north Arkansas. 
Ellison is serving a 2D-year 
prison term on a racketeering 
conviction stemming from a 
government raid on the CSA 
compound in 1985, that led to 
seizure of illegal guns and 
cyanide. 
Authorities raided the 224-
acre site, located on a 
peninsula jutting into Bull 
Shoals Lake near the Missouri 
border, as part of an in-
vestigation into a spate of 
criminal activities linked to 
the slaying in 1983 of fugitive 
tax protester Gordon Kahl. 
Kahl, who was wanted in 
connection with the slaying of 
"Plots that are made 
in he!; do not ha ve 
angels for partners. 
The pillars of the 
community were not 
talking about over-
throwing the 
go vernment. " 
-J. Michael Fitlhugh 
two deputy U.S. marshals in 
North Dakota, was killed in a 
shootout with police in d 
concrete bunker-type house 
near Smithville, Ark. 
The defendants sought to 
discredit Ellison, saying he 
concocted the conspiracy story 
in hopes of a making deal with 
the government to get his 
sentence reduced. 
Ellison had testified that a 
UK official 'regrets' racial statement 
VERSAILLES, Ky. (UP!) -
Former Gov. A.B. "Happy" 
Chandler apologized Thursday 
for using a racial slur during a 
University of Kentucky 
trustees meeting, but some 
football players at the school 
pledged not to play until he 
resigns and team practice was 
suspended. 
Chandler, 89, made his 
apology during a news COD-
ference at his bome Thursday. 
but pointed to his decision as 
baseball commissioner to 
allow Jackie Robinson to 
become the first black in the 
major leagues as proof he is 
nota racist. 
"I regret it more than 
anything," Chandler said of 
his comments made during a 
committee·meeting of the UK 
Board of Trustees. "I can say I 
Students 
stage protest 
on apartheid 
WELLESLEY. Mass. (UPI) 
- About 300 Wellesley College 
students built a shantytown 
andS~~Yb~er 
='s$24:ru:~~t!t= 
~~c::. doing business in 
The students built a pair of 
shanties on the lawn in front of 
the chapel at the all-female 
liberal arts college and 
planned to demonstrate in 
front of the College Club, 
where the school's trustees 
were to meet, students said. 
"The students are for 
divestment, the faculty is for 
divestment, the staff is for 
divestment," said sophomore 
Brenda Nath 
Sankaranerayanan, 19, a 
native of India. "It's just the 
trustees that don't get the 
message." 
As of December 1987, the 
college had $24 million in in-
vestments in companies doing 
business in South Africa, or 
about 9 percent of the school's 
total endowment of $272 
million, Wellesley College 
spokeswoman Ann O'Sullivan 
said. 
The school's South African 
portfolio was at $46 million, or 
15 percent of the school's total 
$297 million endowment, a 
year ago, but the value of the 
holdings were reduced after 
the Oct. 19, 1987, stock market 
plunge. she said. 
have not qualified in my 
lifetime as a racist and the 
record will show that." 
Chandler said Tuesday 
during a discussion of 
university investments in 
South Africa, "You know, 
Zimbabwe is all nigger DOW. 
There aren't any whites." 
Chandler said he would not 
submit to calls for his 
resignation as a university 
trustee until Gov. Wallace 
Wilkinson asked for it. 
Wilkinson, who named 
Chandler to the post, declined 
comment on the controversy, 
but Chandler said the governor 
told him he would never ask 
for his resignation. 
Two black seniors on the 
university football team, Chris 
Chenault and Dave JoImson, 
said after a team meeting in 
Lexington that the squad 
would" not practice until 
Chandler resigned, but that 
was later modified to e one-
day suspension of practice and 
the wearing of black arm-
bands. 
However, Cbenault and 
Johnson said they would refuse 
to play in the Blue-White game 
April 23, the annual spring 
public scrimmage, or during 
t.be regular fall season if 
Chandler remained on the 
board. 
"We feel we cannot play for 
a team what will allow such 
bias," Chenault said following 
a team meeting. "We can't 
deal with racism on our 
campus." 
Jay Dortch, a white player 
and spring drills captain, said 
it was undecidea whether all 
the players would join in the 
refusal to play. 
"It's a team effort and it will 
be 100 percent," Dortch said. 
"If that's what we will agree 
on, then we'll do it together. " 
Coach Jerry Claiborne said 
he was behind his players, but 
did not feel he could call for 
Chandler's resignation. 
"I'm not making the 
statement Happy shouldn't be 
on the board. I am not a 
judge," Claiborne said. "What 
he said, I don't agree with it, 
and I don't really think he 
meant it. It was embarrassing 
to our university and to our 
squad." 
Chandler said that what is 
now a racial slur was a term 
used consistently when he was 
growio, up in Hendersou 
County m western Kentucky. 
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Paid for bV the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance 
pawnshop owner had been 
killed because "he was an evil 
man, a Jew, and he just needed 
to die." 
He also told of receiving a ;;0. 
gallon al'um of cyanide from 
one of the defendants, who he 
said tctd him, "You might 
need it sometime. It will kill a 
lot of peop.e. " 
Prosecutors contended the 
cyanide was to be used to 
poison public water supplias in 
an effort to cause widesrread 
disruption of municipa ser-
vices and fear among citizens 
as part of the plan to over-
throw the government. 
Louis Ray Beam Jr., 41, of 
Houston, one of the defendants 
who served as his own at-
torney, had branded federal 
attorneys "govermental 
hucksters of cons~iracy snake 
oil." 
Beam said the government 
was indulging in "the Me-
Carthyism of the '80s. " 
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Scientists \ Worst flu epidemic 
find clue since' 84 hits nation 
in AIDS I 
BOSTON (uPIl 
Scientists have 
discovered a key step 
necessary for the AIDS 
virus to infect cells, 
apparently offering a 
new target for drug£ 
aimed at reducing in-
fectiousness of the deadly 
virus. a report said 
Thursday. 
The virus apparently 
must sni;:> short a protein 
on its outer shell ir; order 
to fuse with a cell it seeks 
to infect. the researchers 
reported in the journal 
Cell. 
Although much more 
research il; needed, the 
riiscovery suggests tirugs 
that interfere with the 
snipping step could block 
the virus's abilitv to 
infect cell'· and destroy 
victims' immune 
systems, the researchers 
Said. 
ATLANTA (UPIl - Deaths 
from influeI17a and pneumonia 
in 1988 indicate the nation is 
undergoing its worst flu 
epidemic since 1984, statistics 
issued by the national Centers 
for Disease Control showed 
Thursday. 
The CDC said the influenza 
outbreak at its peak accounted 
for 7 percent of all deatru-
reported by 121 of the nation's 
major cities. The respiratory 
disease was still above 
epidemic levels as of the week 
ended April 2, the CDC said. 
Four years ago, during the 
1984-85 flu season, the per-
centage of flu and pneumonia 
deaths compared to all deaths 
slighUy exceeded 7 percent.. 
For the week ended April 2, 
the CDC reported 861 deaths 
due to pneumonia and tIu in 121 
cities. When the epidemic 
peaked in early March, the 
number of flu deaths totaled 
991. 
olh~;~~:aida\~:lbu'[:gta~~ 
pneumonia and influenza is 
calculated each week and 
compared with total deaths 
that would be expected in the 
ab,ence of an influenza 
er·idemic. 
When the epidemic 
began to peak, the 
CDC's "sentinel" 
phYSicians reported an 
average of 8.1 per-
cent of their patients 
had an influenza-like 
illness, compared with 
the overall seasonal 
average of 4.8 per-
cent. 
patients had an influenza-like 
illness, compared with the 
overall seasonal average of 4.8 
percent. 
The CDC said the flu out-
breaks this winter and spring 
have been characterized by 
the appearance of three dif-
ferent flu viruses, with the 
predominant virus, A-H3N2, 
splitting into four variants. 
IN 
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Carbondale 
"We've identified a 
crucial si.t;r necessary 
for "iral infectivity to 
occur," said Dr. Mike 
McCune of the Stanford 
University School of 
Medicine, 'who led the 
research. 
The influenza outbreak, 
starting late in the winter 
compared with other years, 
reached epidemic levels 
during the week ended 
February 20. 
A flu vaccine available at 
physicians' offices offers some 
protection against the three 
circulating viruses, although iF.i=~iii=i3!~~~~~~~===~=~=:, 
the degree of protection may 
"We now have two 
leads on further research 
that could lead to drugs 
that might inhibit in-
tecth'il:"" McCune said 
in a tei€i'hone interview. 
Researchers are 
searching for the enzyme 
that acts as the chemical 
scissors to cut the 
protein, McCune said. If 
they can find it, and 
develop an inhibitor for 
it, they could block the 
ability of the virus to 
infect cells, he said. 
Another possible 
strategy is to develop 
substances that adhere to 
the "sticky" end of the 
protein exposed after the 
cutting, he said. They 
have alreadv determined 
the slructurp of this 
"sticky" end, he said. 
Neither approach 
would rid the virus from 
the body of an infected 
person. But it could limit 
the spread of the virus 
among cells, allowing 
~ple to live with the 
infection, he said. 
The acquired immune 
deficiency syndrome 
virus, known as HIV, or 
human im-
munodeficiency virus, 
infects and kills cells in 
the immune system, 
fatally destroying the 
body's ability to fight 
infection. 
The researchers made 
the discovery by altering 
the genetic coding in the 
AIDS virus responsible 
for cutting the protein, 
which protrudes from the 
outer membrane of the 
virus like a spike sticking 
out ofa ball. 
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Flu death ratios along with 
physician office visits are used 
by the CDC to estimate the 
impact of influenza activity. 
When the epidemiC began to 
peal(, the CDC's "sentinel" 
phYSicians reported an 
average of 8.1 percent of their 
have been compromised by 
new variants only slightly 
inhibited by the current 
vaccine. Annual flu vac-
cinations are recommended 
for people over 65 and those 
with chronic illnesses because 
they are particularly 
vulnerable to serious illness 
and death frOID the respiratory 
ailment. 
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People are born to be shy T J's LIQUOR. 
Chemical reaction 
in human body 
affects shyness 
WASHINGTON mPH 
Shyness apparently is an ~ 
born trait that emerges m 
response to stress, but can be 
overcome with practice, 
researchers from Harvard and 
Yale r.,rted Thursday. 
C'hlldren who sbow signs of 
~e::taS~~~2 ::aV; 
tions to unexpected change or 
newness "compared to outgoing 
children, indicating their 
nervous systems are more 
sensitive to novel events, the 
scientists reported. 
Exposure to stress early on 
in life - fighting wi'" a 
brother or sister, for exat. pie 
- apparently acts as a trigger 
to bring out shy behavior, the 
researchers wrote in the journal Science. 
But being bom with a ten-
dency to shyness does not 
mean a youngster will behave 
shyly later on. 
"Tbe child begins life with a 
slight bias," said Jerome 
Kagan, a professor of 
psychology at Harvard 
Univers:ty. 
"As with any disease where 
there's a slight genetic con-
tribution, like diabetes or 
cancer, just because you have 
the tendency doesn't mean 
you'll get it (the disease). It 
doesn't mean you'll ~me a 
shy child." 
Nor is it b:!d to be shy, 
Kagan said. He gave the 
example of a shy child who 
dislikes large grout"S of people, 
who comes from an in-
tellectual family and spends 
time studying instead of 
partying - becoming class 
valedictorian. 
Shyness is not a fixed 
quality, either, he said. In the 
study, 40 percent of children 
who were shy in early years 
overcame their inhibitions by 
age 10. 
Tbe researchers drew their 
conclusions from a study of 28 
shy and 30 extroverted 
children. They were chosen at 
either 21 or 31 months of age as 
either consistently shy, quiet, 
timid or sociable, talkative 
Journal defends 
decision to publish 
mercy-killing article 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A 
bitter division in the medical 
community emerged in the 
pages of the Journal of the 
American Medical Association 
Thursday over the journal's 
publication of a column by a 
YOUDg doctor who admitted to 
a mercy killing. 
Despite the furor, which took 
up 10 pages, journal editor Dr. 
George Lundberg stood by the 
journal's publication of a 
column Jan. 8 in which a 
gynecology resident admitted 
to giving a patient a possibly 
fatal dose of morphine. 
"I believed it was time for 
the euthanasia debate to be 
held on the pages of a peer-
reviewed medical journal. 
Such discussions should not be 
confmed to whispers in doc-
tors' dressing rooms and 
hallways," Lundberg said in 
an editorial. 
Tbe article, titled "It's Over, 
Debbie," was a first-person 
account by a sleepy, over-
worked resident of bow he-or 
she - gave the morphine to a 
young woman in the final, 
painful stages of· incurable 
cancer and who bad said, 
"Let's get this over with. .. 
To date the journal has 
received 23S letters, making 
"Debbie" ODe of the mo&t 
provocative articles ever 
printed, ranking with an 
editorial oppos=. boxing and 
an article s ling oa the 
medical causes of Jesus's 
death. 
Of these letters, about 111 
suppor1ed JAMA's decisioa to 
publisb_.the piece, and 124 
Opposed it But doctors - wbo 
wrote two-thirds of the letters 
- and non-doctors were 
sharply divided, with just 30 
percent of dor.tors supporting 
the publication decision that 80 
percent of DOIHioctors en-
dorsed, an AMA spokesman 
said. 
Along with Lundberg's 
editorial were two com-
mentaries from guest authors 
and 18 letters about the con-
troversial article. 
Many of these expressed 
dismay that the journal had 
published the article or that it 
bad not included an editorial 
condemning the physician. 
"I believed it was time 
for the euthanasia 
debate to be held on 
the pages of a peer-
reviewed medical 
journal. " 
-George Lundberg 
A commentary by four 
pbysicians said the jl'..unal 
should turn over all in-
formation on the case to legal 
authorities and hospital of-
ficl8ls. 
"Much more is at stake than 
punishing an offender. The 
very soul of medicine is on 
trial," wrote the four doctors 
in "Doctors Must Not Kill." 
"The conduct of the 
physician is inexcusable. But 
the conduct of the editor of 
JAMA is incomprehensible. By 
pub~~ this report, he 
knoWingly publicizes a felony 
and shields the felon," the four 
doctors wrote. 
"Decent folk do not 
deliberately stir discussion of 
outrageous practices," they 
said. 
In another commentary, 
Kenneth Vaux of the depart-
ment of ethics in medicine at 
the University of Illinois in 
Chicago, said the cir-
cumstances liurrounding 
Debbie's death - when the 
resident was sleep" angry, did 
not know the patient and did 
not coosuIt with ber primary 
physician - made "the whole 
process from. beginning to end 
... moraDy unacceptable." 
But Vaux said there is a 
place for voluntary euthanasia 
and said the 20 milligrams of 
morphine given to Debbie was 
"scarcely a murderous dose." 
He said the pain killer may 
have hastened her death, but 
was not the only cause. 
Other letter-writers praised 
the doctor for ending a 
hopeless woman's agony, and 
the . courage of the editor for 
publishing the article. 
and spontaneous when exposed 
to unfamiliar people or 
procedures in laboratory 
settings. 
Both groups ",ere obsP..rved 
at various poiats over the 
years, with the last ob-
servation OCt:urring when they 
were 7 and a half years old. By 
then, dropouts had brought the 
group down to a total of 41 
participants. 
Tbe participants were tested 
in a laboratory play situation 
involving unfamiliar children 
of the same age and sex, and 
individual testing sessions 
with an unfamiliar female 
examiner. 
The team noticed tbe 
following characteristics: 
Tbe n!searchers pointed out 
their study was based on 
children specally selected 
because of extreme behavior, 
and that many children fall 
somewhere in between. 
He said parents can help shy 
children by not blaming them 
for tbeir behavior, not 
assuming the children can 
easily conquer shyneu and 
gradually coax the child into 
more outgoing behavior. 
We've AI98IWChed Ihe Top CcIqI8IIies, Fftns 
& Agents for you. Nt!Iw you ClIft gel isis 
of &peciIic COntac19 on peal IIIicII labels 
., make EnCing raaJmM & ....... snap! 
Chose flam isis designed tor- majcn in: 
Business Advar1ising ClMIva Writing 
Graphics Makaling JoumIIsm 
Drama Accuunling Pubic ReIaIions 
" you don't do • NOW you wun't gal the 
Chance you degenIe. Someone .... wiI. 
Send sell IIdcRsaad & SIaI'1J8d 8IMIIope: 
SUCCESS SYSTEMS 
Div. at KIIIIIBIic Inc. 
622 Well End Ave. 3-E 
~ YOIt!; NY 10024 
SUNDAY, 
APRIL 10TH 
Dear SIU Friend: 
w. are plea.ed to announce a Spring Associate 
and Frl.nd. Night on Sunday. April 10th. 1988. The 
.tor. will dOl. at our normal time and re-open 30-
minute. lat.r. 
We will have door prize •• free refreshments. child 
sitting service •• a. well as entertainment throughout 
the evening. 
In addition to the "Sears Days" specials, you will be 
entitled to a discount on regular priced goods. The 
discount will be 15% OFF on wearing apparel and 
10% OFF on all merchandise. 
We look forward to seeing 
night. 
you on this special 
J.L. Loelig 
Store Manager 
Sears-University Mall 
-'lWD-
'1l1li SIIIJ",. 
SPREES 
1 EACH FOR ASSOCIATE 
AND FRIEND 
i '100 SRO'","II SPREE 
; --I~~~~~~~ 
Baseball: Weekend victory 
could be'keyof the season' 
By Day. Mill ... 
Staff Writer 
The baseball team opens its 
conference season with a 
four-game weekend series 
against Illinois State in 
Bloomington Saturday and 
Sunday. 
Coach Itcby Jones has 
called the series the "key of 
the season. " 
The Salukis, 16-10, will have 
to improve upon their early 
season play if they are to 
make a liar out of "Baseball 
America," wbich picked the 
Salukis as fifth in the con-
ference. A lack of clutch 
bitting and inconsistent pit-
ching bas plagued the team 
after a successful spring trip. 
BRADLEY COACH 
DEWEY Kalmer, wbose 
Braves begin at bome against 
Creighton, agrees with Jones 
that this weekend's opening 
games are crucial. 
"It's important to get off to 
a good start in the league 
because there are so many 
good teams," be said. 
The following is a capsule 
of bow the Valley teams have 
fared so far this season in 
order of their ranking at the 
end of the 1987 season: 
- WICffiTA STATE (18-4) 
- Tbe Shockers are ranked 
loth in the nation by 
"Baseball America." 
David Haas, the winningest 
pitcher in the NCAA last/ear 
at 15-2, bas won five 0 six 
decisions. 
Tbe Shockers return their 
entire starting infield, in-
cluding second baseman 
Mark Standiford, who is 
b"tting .402 with 16 doubles 
and 30 RBis. Catcher Eric 
Wedge bas already belted 6 
homers. 
- BRADLEY (l2-7) -
Tbree of the top four bitters 
and the MVC Pitcher of the 
Year, Paul DeJaynes, are 
gone from last year's team, 
which won a school record 41 
games. 
Infielder Brad Tilly (6 HRs) 
and outfielder Eric KubIman 
(5 HRs) add punch to an 
inconsistant offense, which is 
batting .309. 
Pitcher Mike Boyan (~) 
leads the Braves pitching 
staff, which bas a 4.38 ERA. 
- INDIANA STATE (1M) 
- The team, which won the 
Valley's post-season tour-
nament three of the last five 
years, returns three starters 
to the lineup, two starting 
pitchers and its ace reliever. 
Second baseman Mitcb 
Hannahs (,426), center fielder 
Bob Zeihen (,300) and fll"St 
baseman Jeff Buell (.418, 3 
HRs) are back, and, with 
right fielder Chad McDonald 
(,300, 5 HRs, 24 RBis), lead 
the Sycamores' offensive 
attack. 
Veteran pitchers Kurt Olson 
(~, 2.48 ERA) and Chris 
Schaefer (4-2, 4.42 ERA) 
anchor the starting rotation. 
- SIU-C U5-10) - The 
Salukis are fmding out just 
bow much they miss first 
baseman Jim Limperis. 
He was the team's top run 
producer with 57 RBIs last 
season. While the Salukis' .346 
batting average leads the 
Valley, no one on the team 
bas stepped forward and 
consistedly delivered in the 
clutch. 
Pitchers Lee Merer, Larry 
Beattie and DaVid Henley 
continue to be plagued by 
injuries, while ace Dale 
Kisten(3-4) has struggled. 
Rich Campbell (3-1) bas 
picked up some of the slack. 
The Salukis' .969 fielding 
percentage is tops in the 
league. 
- CREIGHTON (Zo.-7> -
Tbe Blue Jays are exciting to 
watch. So far, their explosive 
offense bas overcome their 
defensive lapses and poor 
pitching. . 
They are averagmg more 
than 10 runs a game but have 
a 4.60 ERA. Their defense, 
which has committed 53 
errors, has turned only eight 
double plays and is last in the 
Valley with a .938 fielding 
~~::'Oneri Fleita leads 
the Valley with 18 doubles and 
a .494 batting average. 
The Blue Jays lead the 
league in bome runs (27) and 
runs (256). 
- ILLINOIS STATE (9+1) 
- The Redbirds have not tt.: 
::::on~~y of ~ ~ 
have been against Valparaiso, 
Grandview and Marietta. 
IlliDois State is feeling the 
effects of losing four out-
fielders, who combined for 118 
RBis last season, and two 
starting infielders. The 
Redbirds .299 batting average 
ranks last in the conference. 
Catcher Don King (.405), 
Dave Wyss (.378) and Ray 
Ledinsky (.366) are the bright 
~:::. an otherwise sluggisb 
Men's golf drives for second title 
By StlWe" Welsh 
Staff Writer 
Tbe men's golf team will try to capture its 
second straight title at the Bradley Invitational 
Saturday and Sunday in Pekin. 
Tbe Salukis, wbo scored a first place fmisb at 
the SIU-E Invitational last weekend, will face 
serious competition for the title at Bradler, 
according to Coach Lew Hartzog. HartzQg &aid 
the toughest competition will come from Illinois 
State, Iowa, Iowa State and Northern Iowa. 
"It's a tough field, but there's no reason we 
shouldn't be in the thick of it," Hartzog said. 
"I'll be disappointed if we're not." 
Bradley, Drake, Eastern Illinois, Millikan, 
Minnesota, SIU-E and Western Illinois also will 
compete in the tournament. 
"The kids are ready," Hartzog said. "Last 
week was the first time since I've been golf 
coach that the team played better on the second 
day than on the first. That's a good sign." 
Tbe team will take five golfers to the 54-bole 
tournament. 
Senior Jeff Mullican leads the team with a 
78.0 average for the season, while sopbomore 
Mike Cowen is second with a '19.3 average. 
Freshman Mark Bellas who fwished secc:ind 
individually at lallt week's tournament with a 
146 total, bas a 80.6 average for tbeyear. 
Hartzog said be hasn't decided on the fourth 
and fifth members of the squad, adding that 
be'D choose between Bobby Paveloois, Britt 
Pavelonis and Tom Neuman. 
"it'D probably be Bobby in the fourth spot and 
either Britt 01" Tom in the fifth spot," Hartzog 
said. 
The Salukis also will have the added obstacle 
of competing OIl a tough course - the Lick 
Creek Golf Course in Pekin. 
"It's a beautiful course and it's real tough," 
said Hart~og. 
Women's golf team aims 
for 3rd at Mizzou tourney 
~ ---Bro' abiShapHS OPEN ~OUSE 1 ~ E:f.u~~= Sat. April 9 9am-2pm 
Grand Prize Drawing 1 Year Free MembershiP'1 
-Free Aerobic Classes -Leotards on Sale 
-Free Fitness T estinB -Free Babysitti.,. 
L -Soma Tech Bod, V ComPOSition, -Free Sauna. Jacuzzi. TanninB -Fashion Show from Bv ~~:S~1 -!~~5aBe5 l ~1m~fSI~ 
J'R.'Ln..ty .uttR. E.U1tt P.tR.11J 
n-ttt: -U'R.1L 8th 
1"1H£: 1_30 p.m_ -l1AR'lDlJ SHOW 
1.00 p .•. - !N1NC:E 
PlA'l; : JIf~ CDnER. 
115 S. WASK1.NBTON 
(next to :Jac Center) 
1"lC'.JC.I:D : S 1.00 - (1WCIt.la&(e CIt ~) 
(11ebts also IJD for ra.Jfleclmw) 
ft:A'JU:IWI : 1lJ: lOT BUSBI a.ncl 
1HEn1.X~ 
:rttx'LCAN :DIL'ICACttS 
S~:~!:,~er t\ftttftlft 529.2813 
Gft~DeNS 
The Best Hunan Szechwan &. Mandarin 
Cuisines in the carbondale Area. 
$3.85 Lanc:h Buffet 
7 days a week 
Hours:Sun-Sat 
Lunchll:00am 3:00pm 
Dinner 3:00pm-1O:OOpm 
Friday & Saturday 
until l1:00pm 
llam-2pm 
LuncheBuffet-Dinner 
CocktaUseCarryouts 
KftJtftLft Fft~r fOOD 
Boars: 
San-Th1ll'8 
lIA.-IIP. 
I'ri-Sat 
llAM-2A. 
Food COUpaall are available 
802 S.lIIIDoia Ave. 
528-3388 
~ Tbe women's golf team is 
hopin!l for a top-three finish 
at the Mizzou Invitational 
TOUI"I1?ment this weekend in 
Colombia, Mo. 
Tbe Salukis will take five 
golfers to the tournament. 
Lisa Johnson and Tina 
Kozlowski qualified by 
finishing in the top ten at the 
Snowbird Classic. 
YOU CAN BE AN SPC CHAIRPERSON_ 
The team's toughest 
~;:r:~o~:e~::d::: 
ding Gateway Conference 
champion Witchita State. 
"There's no reason we can't 
beat Witchita State," Coach 
Diane Daugherty said. "I'm 
think we can finish in the top 
three." 
Daugherty is also expecting 
strong showings from Purdue 
and Missouri. 
"Purdue won just about 
every tournament we were in 
during the fall, and Missouri 
won the (Snowbird Classic) 
tournament in Florida," 
Daugherty said . 
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The rest of the team had to 
take part in a 54-bole 
qualifying round. Lisa Meritt 
and Vicki Higgerson qualified 
for the number three and four 
spots, respectively. 
Jennifer Sayles won the 
f"lfth spot on a sudden-death 
bole. She will be making her 
first trip of the season with 
the team. 
Conspicuous in her absence 
is Julie Shumaker, who has a 
Gateway Conference-leading 
80.9 average. Shumaker lost 
the sudden-death hole to 
Sayles. 
~ Join the exciting, fast-paced world ~ of programming for the SIU Community. Get the experience employers look for. . SPC is now accepting applications . for its 1988-1989 positions. A 2 pt. CPA is required. 
'Deadline for applications has been extended. 
Thursday. April 14. 12 noon 
For further information. call or stop 
by the SPC office. 3rd floor Student Center. 
536-3393. Office Hours are Mon-Fri. Bam-4:30pm 
-Executive Chair -Travel & Recreation -Video -Spirit 
-Center Programming ·Expressive Arts -Fine Arts • PromotIons 
-Consorts -Film -Financial Chair 
-Special Events 
.NewStudentAa.n.itIes 
·",,~·.Dly 
.Homecom"w eSp:irwftil: 
Men's tennis brings wins ~~-.. !~~,~weekened home action ~ 'l~A~~!~ 
SlaffWriter • MVC honors sophomore Maule 1· angle Dogs After playmg 23 dual mat-
ches on the road, the men's Mickey Maule was 
tennis team is finally playing named Missouri Valley 
at home. Conference player of the 
The Salukis, 11-12, take a week for his efforts in 
four-game winning streak into Murray, Ky., April 2-3. 
this weekend's action r.gainst Maule, a sophomore from 
Bradley, Notre Dame, and Aledo, had singles victories 
Louisville. over Southwest Missouri 
"Louisville beat us last time State, Middle Tennessee, 
we played them," Coacn Dick and Murray State. He also 
LeFevre said. "I don't know teamed with Fabiano 
that much about them this Ramos to win two doubles 
season." matches. 
The Salukis lost to Notre 
Dame 7-2 earlier this season, 
but the home meeting with the 
Fighting Irish could be a 
different story, LeFevre said. 
"The match with Notre 
Dame will be the one to 
watch," he said. "They beat us 
up there, but that was indoors 
and it was our first weekend of 
the spring." 
The Salukis will be throwing 
a different lineup at the Irish 
this time around. Jose 
Demeterco, 8-3 since joining 
the team in mid-March, is 
playing at the No.2 spot. His 
insertion into the top six has 
moved everyone else down a 
notch, which should make it 
easier for them to win, 
Maule, a left-hander, 
plays at No. 3 singles and 
No. 1 doubles. He has won 
20 of 23 singles matches 
this spring and his overall 
record, including fall 
mat~:'c:s, is 2!HI. 
Coach Dick LeFevre 
said: "He's just a con-
sistently good player." 
LeFevre said. 
Three Salukis went un-
defeated last weekend. 
Demeterco, Mickey Maule, 
and Fabiano Ramos each 
swept three singles matches in 
Murray, Ky. Maule, at No. 3 
singles for the Salukis, has a 
20-3 record for the spring. 
SW-C plays Bradley at 9 
a.m. Saturday morning. The 
match with Notre Dame is 
scheduled for 2 p.m. Saturday, 
but the actual starting time 
could depend on when earlier 
matches are completed. On 
Sunday, SW-C will face 
Louisvilleat2p.m. 
Robbins holds third place 
in SEMOtion relays meet 
By Stephanie Wood 
SlaffWriter 
Saluki Carmen Robbins is on a record-setting 
pace in the heptathlon after the first day ci 
competition at the SEMOtion relays in Cape 
Girardeau, Mo. 
She is in third place with a score of 2,844 
points after four events. The school record is 
4,908. Robbins will compete in the three 
remaining events today. 
Robbins ran a personal best 14.7 in the 100-
meter burdles and jumped a personal best 4 feet 
11 inches in the bigh jump. She finished the 200-
meter dash in 25.5 and threw the shot put 33-5'-h. 
The rest of the women's team and the men's 
team will join Robbins in competition today and 
Sa turday. About 40 teams will compete. 
"It will be a good competitive atmospbere if 
you combine all the teaJrut," women's coach 
Don DeNoon said. 
Tbe meet has seven relays, which will let the 
teams sbow their overall depth, DeNoon said. 
"It seems that we could finish in the top three 
in every one," he said. "We have some depth to 
really work with." 
DeNoon said the women's team has several 
potential qualifiers for the NCAA national meet, 
mcluding triple jumper Christiana Philippou. 
Philippou liet the school record in the event at 
~~~er:e~~a~:~U:f!;:· the 
l::tpability to qualify for nationals," DeNoon 
said. "I'm not sure the facilities are conducive 
to NCAA qualifying." 
Potential qualifiers among the men in the 
field events include indoor qW' .i.ifier Brian 
Bradley in the long jump, Shanp Weber in the 
pole vault and Leonard Vance in the triple 
jump, Cornell said. 
Hopefuls in the track events are indoor 
qualifier Bret Garrett in the 800-meter run and 
Erick Pegues and Kevin Steele in the 400. 
All-American Ron Harrer already has 
qualified for the NCAAs in the discus. 
Body builders 
competition set 19 •• Mr. & Ms. 
for Shryock 
The 19118 Mr. &: Ms. Dlinois 
Collegiate Physique Cham-
pionships will be beld Saturday 
at SbryCk~Auditorium. 
Abwt 50 body builders from 
across the state will compete 
in the event, which is being 
sponsored by the SIU-C 
Weightlif~ Club. There will 
be two men s classes and one 
women's class. 
There also will be two guest 
posers at the event. Lief 
Tiabrt, an SW-C alumni who is 
Mr. Mid America and Mr. 
Continental USA, will be on 
hand as well as Liz Karp, 
Amateur Grand Prix 8lId Body 
Building Expo champion. 
Prejudging will be at 10:30 
a.m. and the finals will be at 7 
p.m. Tickets are $3 for the 
prejudging and $6 for the finals 
and are available at the 
Student Center. 
Ilinois 
oneglate 
hyslqae 
hamplonshlps 
SATURDAY, 
APRIl9 
at 
SHRYOCK' 
AUDITORIUM 
10:30AM - PREJUDGING - $2.00 
7PM - FINALS -$6.00 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT STUDENT CENTER 
GUEST POSERS: LEIF TlAHRT, SIU ..... mni. Mr. Mid Ametic .. 
Mr. Conti_I USA 
:Uz kup. hI Amnur Grand Pri •• 
hi Body buildinl hpo 
Th.nk,lo cIo .... lion.lrom: DuMaroc',. Coo Coo·. & 51 Bu .. l. Br.dly·, 
M .... •• Wear. BHllnn •• lom·, ""'ce. C.rniv.l. Murphy·, Bar & Grill. 
McDo .... ld· •. Gre.llick •• Notionol food •• Domino·, Pi .... Ike Honda. 
Ike Buick 8 & A Trilwelf ROYli's PiZZA1 Prime Tilne, Pic"'~ liquors & 
ElectroniCS, '.i.li .. i,.and Pizz. Hut. 
HAPPY HOUR HAPPY HOUR 
S.e 8-10 
S ... ,. for a luck S ... ,.for 
2 for 1 Mixed Drink. • luck 
Hangar Hotline 549.1233 
IIITUUlATIOIIAL HeC •• TOUIUlAlUIIT 
Gnonet A ........ Ployflelully the ItlHlent __ tlon Cente. 
gu.llfyl.,. _net 5chetIu1. 
AI'IIIL. 
10:30 - 11:00 Opening Ceremony 
11:00· 1:00 United Stat •• y latin America 
1:00· 3:00 U.S.A. y Paki.tan 
3:00 - 5:00 Am .. ica v S.E.A. 
AI'IIIL10 
10:00 - 12:00 Nigeria v Palestina 
12:00· 2:00 Pars y Panhallenle 
2:00· 4:00 l.f.C. v Saudi Arabia 
.... L16 
10:00· 12:00 United States y Nigeria 
12:00 - 2:00 Paki.tan y Pan .... lenie 
2:00. 4:00 America v Saudi Arabia 
4:00 - 6:00 l.f.C. y S.E.A. 
APllll.17 
10:00-12:00 Latin America v Palestin. 
12:00. 2:00 U.S.A. v P ...... llenie 
2:00 - 4:00 Pars y Pakistan 
4:00 - 6:00 S.E.A. v Saudi Arabia 
APllK.U 
10:00 - 12:00 United States v PoI.tine 
12:00- 2:00 LatinAmeric:GvNigeria 
2:00· 4:00 U.S.A. v Pars 
4:00· 6:00 ""-Icavl.f.C. 
You've probably heard of them. They're the sandals that more than 
three million people swear bjt The sandals with a 2lO-year trodition. 
Funny looking. sure. But Birkenslock shapes to your feet like cool, 
sofI sand, making them the m($t comfortable sandals in the world 
for work. home and p~ They give you proper support without 
getting in the way of nonnal foot and leg movement. They improve 
your posture and circulation to let you wolk healthier, more naturally 
And they last and last. Birkenstock. Mode funny looking so you con 
smile more wearing them. 20 men!; and women!; styles in preferred 
:'~:gOnewithout -b ! ... 1---~L ® ~ them long enough. ~~
i 
i SHAWNEE TRAILS ~ 222 W. Freeman 
~ Next to Quatro'. 
i _ 529.2313 i VISA 
-. 
-
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Sports 
Bats lift Salukis over SEMO, 15-3 
By Dev. Mill., 
Staff Writer 
Slump. What slump? 
After struggling to put hits 
together against Evansville, 
the Salukis pounded out 17 of 
them and beat Southeast 
Missouri State, 15-3, Thursday 
at Cape Girardeau, Mo. 
A seven-run fourth inning 
gave the Salukis a !H) lead 
and busted open the game. 
Sox beat 
Angels 
cmCAGO (UP!) - An 
interference call against 
Wally Joyner ended an Angel 
ninth-inning rally and gave 
the Chicago White Sox a 2-1 
victory 'fnursday. 
Joyner was called for in-
terfering with Chicago 
shortstop Ozzie Guillen at 
second base after Guillen 
forced Joyner for the second 
out on a ground ball by Brian 
Downing. Guillen, It:aping to 
make a throw, fell after 
making contact with Joyner. 
The Angels had scored its 
only run before the con-
troversial play. Tony Armas 
and Chili Davis hit back-to-
back doubles against Chicago 
starter Dave LaPoint, H), 
before J'f'Jiever Bill Long 
walked Joyner. 
LaPoint struck out seven 
and walked one in 8 1-3 in-
nings. giving up all five hits. 
at illen scored the decisive 
run as Schofield broke a 
streak of 43 errorless games 
with a fielding error. 
Swimmers 
go to finals 
The men's swimming team 
qualified one relay team for 
the finals in the first day of the 
NCAA championships in In-
dianapolis. 
The 400-yard medley team of 
Scott Roberts, Ham Gar-
mendia, Lee Carry and Kevin 
Nagy qualified for the c0n-
solation finals with a time of 3 
minutes 18.89 seconds. It was 
the 15th fastest time. 
IT the relay team finishes the 
finals without false starts or 
injury, it will receive an All-
America honorable mention. 
In individual events, Gar-
mendia finished 25th in the 200-
yard individual medley with a 
personal best 1:50.29, the 
second fastest time in SIU-C 
history. 
In the 5O-yard freestyle, 
Roberts finished 25th in a 
personal best 20.38. Jeff Goelz 
placed 38th in 20.62 and Kevin 
Nagy was 41st in 20.64. 
The championships will 
continue today and Saturday. 
Ten different Saluki hitters 
got hits. 
Pitcher Chad Metten (1-1) 
earned the victory by shutting 
out SEMO in his five innings 
of work. He struck out five 
while allowing two hits and 
three walks. 
The Salukis jumped out to a 
1-0 lead in the top of the first 
inning. Chuck Verschoore led 
off the game with a bunt 
single and moved to second 
on a wild pitch by pitcher 
Kirby Brewer. After Rick 
Damico grounded out, Joe 
Hall drove in Verschoore with 
a ground out to the second 
baseman. 
There were two big blows in 
the fateful fourth inning when 
the Salukis scored seven runs 
on five hits. With two outs, 
Damico drove in two runs 
sian Pholo bf Mike 
Caec:h RIcIt R'-des consults running back Mike Dopud at the first 
spring practice Thursdlly afternoon.. 
with his second home run of 
the season. Following a Hall 
walk, Chuck Locke drilled a 
line-drive homer to left. It 
was his fourth of the year. 
Saluki pitcher Robert Hass 
entered the game in the sixth 
but did not retire any of the 
four batters he faced. Dale 
Meyer took the mound and 
allowed two hits in three 
innings. Rick Shipley entered 
in the ninth and finished the 
game for the Salukis who 
improved to 16-10. 
Brewer (2-2) was the losing 
pitcher as SEMO dropped to 
12-l2. 
Hall was three for five and 
knocked in three runs. Locke 
also had three RBIs. Damico, 
Locke, Ricke Gaebe, Doug 
Shields and John HosteUer all 
had two hits. 
Football players 
sport new attitude 
By Jeff Gri ... r 
Staff Writer 
More than 100 anxious 
football players showed up 
for practice Thursday with 
two things: helmets and 
positive attitudes. 
They worked for 21,2 hours 
in the first spring practice 
session unde:r new coach 
Rick Rhoades. Looking 
through the masks of their 
helmets, they got a glimpse 
of the changes that are in 
store. 
"Well, we survived," 
Coach Rick Rlwades said. 
"I thought we had a really 
good practice. We're ol,-
viously not where we want 
to be, but we're a rebuilding 
team." 
The players are fired up. 
"Defensively practice 
went real well," junior 
defensive tackle Brad 
Crouse said. "We've been 
looking for someone to give 
us ieadership and these 
coachl!S have come in and 
given us just that. Coach 
Rhoades knows exactly 
what's going on at all times, 
he has a plan and he sticks 
to it. The spirit is really 
good on this team. Our 
chins are raised now," he 
said. 
Shannon Ferbrache, 1\ 
junior defensive lineman, 
said, "We're learning a lot 
right now. We're walking 
through things and putting 
in a new offense and 
defense. 
"I've never seen a group 
of coaches so excited about 
coaching !! group cf young 
kids," he said. 
Rhoades said earlier in 
the week that the process of 
getting his team where he 
wanted it to be would take 
time. The practice didn't go 
quite as slow paced as 
Rhoades had origitlcilly 
planned, howe~·er. 
"We did a lot of stuff on 
the run" he said "We 
prabably went a little {aster 
than we thought we would." 
Junior quaterback Kevin 
Brown was not at practice 
on Thursday and indicatio:lS 
are that he has quit the 
team because cf the 
wishbone offense installed 
by Rhoades. 
"I haven't talked with 
Kevin." Rhoades said. 
Brown was not available 
for comment Thursday. 
Softball team up against Bradley, Western 
By Troy Taylor 
Staff Writer 
The softball team once 
again is in the miJst of a 
competitive Gateway Con-
ference schedule. 
The Salukis, after 
doubleheader losses to 
Eastern Illinois, meet Bar-
dley at 3 p.m. today in Peoria 
and Western Illinois at 1 p.m. 
Saturday in Macomb. 
"It's not going to get 
easier," Coach Kay 
Brechtelsbauer said. "It's 
always been that way. There 
is no one we can look past and 
~tch our breath against." 
SIU-C bas a 15-10 overall 
record, losing three of the last 
four games, although the 
team batting average has 
fallen only two points to .276 
since last week. 
But Brechtelsbauer is 
worried that her offense has 
dropped off, especially 
without designated hitter 
Shannon Taylor in the lineup. 
Taylor has a broken finger 
and can be used only as a 
pinch runner. 
"We definitely miss 
Shannon's bat in the lineup," 
Brecbtelsbauer said. "We 
need to see her on a regular 
basis." 
Bradley's team batting 
average is identical to the 
Salukis', putting them in a tie 
for second in the Gateway 
rankings. The Lady Braves 
are 11-6 overall, winning 
seven of the last eight games. 
"Apparently they're on a 
tear right now," 
Brechtelsbauer said. "We 
know they've got some tough 
pitching." 
Lady Braves' pitcher 
Glenda Nelson has an 0.82 
earned run average, the third 
best in the conference. She 
has 37 strike outs in 60 in-
nings pitched. 
Western Illinois is a much 
better team than its 9-11 
record indicates, 
Brechtelsbauer said. 
"In the one game I've seen 
them play, they were making 
mistakes they won't be 
making against us," 
Brechtelsbauer said. "They 
hit and run with power. They 
may be the most explosive 
team in the conference." 
The Westerwinds' Kari 
McGaw has a .400 average, 
third in the conference behind 
Southwest Missouri's Laura 
Scafidi (.415). 
Women's tennis team no match for flu, injuries 
By Jeff Grieser 
StalfWriter 
A su!lden rash ~ illness and injury 
has sidelined the women's tennis team 
from an important weekend of COIl-
ference action. 
"In 13 years of coaching I've never 
=.::is~'~f:~I~~~ 
forced to forfeit all of the matche.i. 
Seven of the nine team members are 
suffering from either the flu or ten-
dinitis. Ellen Moellering and Dana 
Cherebetiu have the flu and Julie 
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Burgess just got over it. 
Beth Boardman still bas an injured 
foot, which she hurt during the team's 
spring trip in Hilton Head, S.C. Maria 
Coch is suffering from turf toe, a type 
of tendinitis, and Sue Steuby also bas 
been bothered by tendinitis in her 
shoulder. 
SIU-C was to play Gateway Con-
''''rence foes Eastern Illinois on 
Thursday, Western Illinois today, and 
Illinois State and Bradley on Saturday. 
The conference matches determine the 
seedings for the conference tour-
nament. 
"If we're as good as I think we are it 
doesn't matter where we're seeded," 
Auld said. "It's more a matter of pride. 
What we've got to realize now is that 
we've had a good season and everyone 
is playing well, even in some of our 
losses. We have to make sure that the 
players don't get down mentally 
because of this." 
Missy Jeffrey and Michele Toye were 
the only players to practice on Thur-
sday. The others will wait until Monday 
to practice again. 
':The only thing that's going to cure 
us IS complete rest," Auld said. 
SIU-C plays Southwest Missouri 
State, Drake, Wichita State and 
Northern Iowa next weekend, the final 
weekend of action before the c'Jn· 
ference tournament. 
